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ibrary renovations: the ,good, the bad, and the ugly
Look for major changes at the
ibrary starting in just a few weeks.
rhe first stage of a long" awaited $3
nillion dollar renovation project will
;oon begin.
.
The project, which was funded by
the Missouri state legislature in June
1996, will be accomplished in two
?hases expected to take about ten
months in all.
In the works are improvements in
the library's overall atmosphere and
modernization in-anticipation offuture
technology. The library will also come
into compliance with the guidelines
established by the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990.
.
To accomplish the~e goals and
others, the universi ty coinmunity w ill
face some inconveniences in th~ months
ahead .

sources will be moved to the third floor
along with some of the multimedia
stations and the microfilm machines.
Ifall goes according to plan, phase
one should be completed in mid-April
98. At that time the revitalized floors
will be re-opened and the second phase
of construction, which focuses on the
third floor, will begin.
The library's upper most level will
then be off limits until renovation is
completed in' July 1998.

request the items from the circulation
desk, and have one of the circulation
workers retrieve them. Eisenman says
the library will also accept request for
materials via e-mail or by telephone.
This way the requested items will be
ready for pick up when the patron
arrives.
When asked if these services
would prove to actually be more convenierit to some students during the
renovation. Eisenman smiled and re-

the printed surveys that were sent out
to get the opinions of students and
faculty members.
The lighting and noise levels in
the library have long been among student and faculty complaints and in the
past the library has often been too cool
on the ground floors and too warm on
the upper levels. Noise from the busy
circulation desk and entrance way travels up and over the second floor balcony. Tiled floors through out the

Taking a Book
One less apparent but very important change wi ll be the way that books
are removed from the library. "One of
the most difficult questions," said
Eisenman, "was the question of security."
Currentl y books are passed around
the detectors at the circulation desk
before they can be removed from the
library, but to reduce noise on the second floor, the circulation desk is being
moved back under the second floor
balcony, far from the door.
The obvious problem was solved
with new detectors that wi ll only alert
library officials to books passing
thro ugh which have not been properly
checked out. Books that have been
checked out can be carried through
without incident.

Phase One ,
During the first phase of the renovation, scheduled to last abo ut seven '
months, the ground, first, and second
floors of the library wi ll be closed. For
a significant part of th is semester and
next, patrons will only be ab le to use
the third floor.
While work is under way, the
circulation desk and front entry w ill
remain open. The stairs on the southeast comer of the building will provide
access to the third floor which at full
capacity could accommodate two hundred students "shoulder-to-shoulder".
Library Director Jean Eisenman
stresses that the library will remain
open, and that all librarY services will'
·be available.
Class reserve materi al will remain at the circulation desk and a
limited number of photocopiers will be
available on the first floor. Reference
help and the electronic reference re-

·Officials had considered doing the
renovation one floor at a time in order
to mininiize inconvenience to library
patrons but chose this plan because it
was more cost effective and less time
intensive.

plied, "Yes, ifa ll goes well and library
patrons find the services helpful there
may be no reason not to continue them
after the renovation is complete."

Requesting Material

Eisenman refers to changes in
lighting, noise, and temperature control as "the big three". These items
were mentioned over and over again in

To access materials on the floors
under construction patrons will have to

KMNR 89.7 FM
by Jason Buchek

KMNR
After a long hiatus, UMR's student voice on the airwaves ·is back to
broadcasting.
At 5 p.m., on Thursday, September II , KMNR 89.7 FM cranked up its
450 watts and resumed broadcasting
with "Video Killedthe Radio Star" by
the BuggIes, in parody of MTV's first
sign-on.
KMN R had been off the air for six
weeks due to major transmitter failure.
KMNR's free format signal was
squelched when the transmitter unit

~---

lighting will cost about $75,000 more
than the originally planned system but
will provide as much light as the original system, and far more light that the
current system, all with less electricity
and thus less money.
"After a few years it will have
paid for itself," says Eisenman. The
ceilings in the library will be tom down
to insert the new lighting, and at the
same time a sprinkler system will be
added th~oughout the building.
Heating and cooling will also be
improved. The new system will allow
officials to control temperature more
precisely in vario us areas ofthe library.

.

IS

Lighting, Noise, and Temperature

building.do little. to reduce the noise.
Multiple changes will be made to
correct all of these problems. The
original plans included carpeting on
the fir~t and second floor s, but
Eisenman says that bids came in and
were low enough for all four floors to
be carpeted.
The bids were also low enough to
purchase a more costly high-efficiency
lighting system. "!'he high-efficiency

New Shelves, Relocating Books
The most drastic change to the
library w ill come from compliance w ith
the Americans With Disabilities Act
(ADA). The act established a minimum 44 inches between each row of
library shelving.

see Library on page 18

.

back on the air after overhaul

overheated and vaporized an important
solder connection. "It can get pretty hot
in there," said Sean Woods, chief engineer at KM NR.
Sean explained that after the crucial solder connection vaporized, the
entire 450 watt signal re fl ected back
into the other circuitry, wreaking massive damage upon the sensitive equipment.
"It was enough to make any electrical engineer cry. It wasn't a pretty
sight," Woods said.
The damage was enough to justify shipping the transmitter off to the
manufacturer for a complete overhaul.

Unfortunatly, this coincided wi th the
UPS strike, which
delayed shipment.
Woods also
noted that there
was a bit of univers ity red tape
that delayed return of the transmitter.
KMNR is
c urrent ly maintai nin g a nearcontinuous broadcast offree format
entertainme nt.

"Free format allows the DJ's freedom
to play what they
want.
"They are free
to be as artistic, or
non-artistic as they
please," stated Jason Buchek, statio n manager of
KMNR. "Very few
radio stations are
sti ll this way. Most
a re in it just to
make a quick buck
and play the same
thi n gs over and

over until they are dead.
"KMNR's mission has always
been to educate, and to bring as diverse
·a spectrum of entertainment possible

to

OUT

li steners.

It

"We hope to see everyone at
Freaker's Ball this year," exclaimed
Doug Krutil, public relations director
ofKMNR. He said that more information wi ll be ayai lable soon.
He also noted that bumper stic k'ers, schedules and program guides are
avai lab le at KMNR. Doug Kruti l urges
to stop by the station, 205 W. 12th St.
"Just stop on by, you can't miss the tiedyed curtains in our windows."
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.

by ~elth, Affss~y

•
Private Pilot Ground
Scbool is being presented by
UMR, Department of Me chan ical & Aerospace & Engineer
Mechanics through Continuing
Education on Monday and
Thursday evenings from 6:30
p.m. - 9:30 p.m., starting September 29, and ending October
23 .
The school will be held in
the Meramec Room in the University Center-East. The course
instructor is Professor Emeritus
Robert B. Oetting.
Professor Oetting is an experienced pilot and licensed by
the FAA as a ground school
instructor. The fee for the school
is$ 1OO which include the course
text "Private Pilot FAA Written
Exam, 8th Edition."
For further information
contact Continuing Education
at conted@umr.edu, or by phone
at 573 -341-4200.

• Zeta Tau Alpba is presenting its 1997 Volleyball
Tournament on Saturday, September 27 at 11 a.m. The tournament is being co-hosted by
SigmaPi, SigmaNu, and Kappa
Sigma fraternities.
The cost is $11 per member of a four man tearn. At least
one tearn member must be a
female. Theproceedsoftheiournament will benefit the Susan
G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation.
Freefood will be provided
to the players. Prizes will be
awarded for the first, second,
and third place tearns.
To enter your tearn, or for
more information, call 3644670.

positions ill the world tpday, They are
selecffl<Hlecause their. ~xperience is
partiCI!I~11 ~levan!, tl)eir speaking
::1'00 El!;cel 'PtpfessioJlaJ' Leader-' ' skiils ' jlre' ~redby our' ~Qmniand,
ship Seri~ is kicking off
the 1,9 97 semeste( with
their annual faIl banquet
open to student le;ldersat
UMR. The ban.q uet will
beheld 0ctober9.and will
feature CUTator John
Mathes as the keynote
·speaJ(er.
Professor Lance
'Haynes, director 'of' ,the
' Excel 8enter for LeaderI ship and Communication
Studies which sponsors
the ,series, stated , "The.
EPLS is a series of banquets, seminars and other
. acti viti.es desig~ed to
bring di$ting,uished UMR
alumni and other experts
on c8!Jlpus to talk to students about leadership in
. the modem_corporate and
global environment.
We invite student or'ganjzati<,lOs to send their
·top leadership to these
, ballQl1et$; ' .,Hayn·e$ e'j(;plaln~ . .Tb!l.spe~erS are
~ll .~ple wbjl bal(e at!1ii.ried major leadership

because we believc:thei;;-rpessages Will
be esp(1Ciall¥ eXciting
valualll~ to
UMR stud~ts i1It~ in ~rnitlg
'tomol'ro*s'Jcaa~ iii engmeerin~ and
ooience.
i ij\lfti~s !xiil\ts .out
that ' Cura\pr Jobn

and

.

.

~jes in' 1988" ~d h~. led i~ o~i-a
tio.ns Ul\tiI he

~etired

in 1992.

M~t~es : ei emplifies
the very finest traditiorjoflead~ship· and

.w here he currently ·set;ves as '!i\Oa,d"

service among UMR'
a 1u.m n i . Gu·rato ·r .
Mathes graduated
from Rolla'with <! 13.S.
in C;ivil Engineeting
in 1967 and a M.S. in
ti~i1 Eiigineering in
1968.
Mathesstat'ted his
ownpu~inessin 19J5.
His company, 'J ohn
Mathes & Associates,
Inc., quickly becam,e
a successful consulting engineering fi1ID .
in the applied earth
sciences. In 1986, he
also founded Mathes
Geotechn;'cal S,er- .

Ch~rman.

In 1:99.1 ; the Ci)ljl Engineering
Department awarded.the Professional '
Degree of CiwUEngineer to MatheS.'
He has also received' the 1 1umnL
~chievement Award ana numerous
other awards fot his achie~ements
Doth,professionally and publicly.
Along with·Curator Mathes and
other distinguished alumni, representativ~s of many large coworations
will be present ill tire banquet. 13usinesses particularly interested in 'l\iring UMR graduates sponsor tables at
the dinne~, and tep~$entati1les come
to talk to sociaJiZe with UMR's student .leaders .

'.
UMR geology student researches volcanoes, discovers Hawaii:.

by Ellen· Huggett

tion characteristics of the Kilauea Volcano 'in Hawaii, thanks to a program
funded
Does studying the land around a through the .
volcano in paradise sound like the perU.S. Geofect way to spend an otherwise dull
logical Sur~
Missouri winter? It did to Rhea WQrk- yey.
man, a geologicaUgeophysics senior at
Not
UMR.
classified·as
Originally from S·t. Louis, Work- a dangerous volcano, Kilauea is on the
man was chosen to study and explore main island of Hawaii . Workman spent
the geological structure and deforma-" most of her research hours studying the

Staff Writer

The
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movement that indicates defonnation
of the volcano.

.. M Y
study included
both the
<:>~
lateral and
.~
vertica-l
movement
of the land around the volcano. Our
research group looked for the causes of
the magna movements by studying the

o

changes in
the Earth's surface," she explains.
While doing this Workman was
also involved with the Global Positioning System, a network of 24 satellites,
which were used to measUre ground
movement of volcanos.
When asked about. Hawaii in general she replied, "It was a great experience. The islands are very beautiful
and 1 learned a lot about the culture of
the Hawaiian people."
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UMR-environmental. engineer receives -$5000- NAWC scholarship
by Casey Morriss
Staff Writer
On August 15, Jeff Neemann, a
graduate student in UMR's environmental engineering department, received $5000 scholarship from the National Association of Water Companies (NA WC).
Neemann is one of only three
people in the nation to be so honored
this year. The NA WC is an affiliation
of privately owned water companies
like St. Louis County Wate~ Company.
The award provided $5000 to
Neemann and $500 donation to the
university in the hame of NA WC, .
Neeman n, an alumnus of UMR's
Civi l Engineeri ng department saw a
posting fo r' the scholarship in his de-

come
Sstu·

partment and got an application. To
apply for the scholarship Neemann had
to send in a list of accomplishments
and awards, three letters of recommendation and a short essay on the importance of pursuing a career in private

is in·
tothe

water companies.
In his essay Neemann talked about
the growing importance of environ-

in hir.
lesat
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mental engineers.
"As the number of en0mnmental
problems increases, the future will require many environmental engineers
to help solve
them," Neemann

Student Scholar. He also received a
Chancellor's Fellowship upon graduating Magna Cum Laude from UMR in
May of 1996.

Neemanr. is a graduate research
assistant and has been a g rad uate teaching assistant for CE 261 and CE 369.
As part of his master's degree,

said . .
"In the past
environmental

clude substances like benzene, toluene
and xylene, ate a byproduct of the
printing, paint manufacturing and
chemical manufacturing industries,"

standards were
much lower, but as
the EPA adds and
complicates standards in the drinking water industry
the role of the environmental engineer wil l become
more and more important."
In addition to
this most recent
award, last year
Neemann was one
of three people in
Missouri to be
named a Missouri
Water' Environment Association

Neemann is preparing a thesis on
"Membrane biofiltration to remove low
le'o'el volatile organic compounds."
According to Neemann, 22 million pounds of volatjp organic compounds (YOCs) were released last year;
making them one of the higher classes
of air pollutants. "YOCs, which in-

From left to right: Professor Paul Munger, representing the Civil Engineering
Department; Assistant Professor Mark Fitch, Jeffs advisor; Jeffrey Neemann;
Jim Buckler and Robert Mitchell, Dean of Engineering.

Neemann said.
Neemann's project emplo ys a
. gro up of tub ular membranes (which be
compares to a bundle of straws) to
remove YOCs· from the air. The outside ofthe tubes have a layer of organic
material that can biodegrade the YOCs,
turning them into harmless carbon dioxide and water.
"The tubes are micro porous so the
YOCs can move through them, but
hydrophobic so the water and organic
material stay on the outside," Neemann
said.
Neemann hopes to finish 'his
graduate work by January 1998.
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You 'll be getting your degree from a top school. And you're ready to
find a great job, The question is: which job? An.d can it interest you for
your whole career?
At Andersen Consulting, it's our job to help clients cliange to be more
successful. For you, that means opportunity and challenge.
Part of our business is anticipating the future . So come talk to us
about yours. Find out more about a career with Andersen Consulting.
Andersen Consulting is an equal opportunity employer.
(01997 Andersen Consulting

For more information, please visit our website at
www.ac.com

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING

Come visit our representatives at the Career Fair

Thursday, September 25th.

y

Presentation at 6:30 p.m.,
Engineering Management Auditorium

d

All majors are welcome. Casual attire is appropriate.
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New CEST director named
by Ellen Huggett
Staff Writer
Dr. Virgil Flanigan of the University of Missouri-Rolla has recently been
named director of the Center for Environmental Science and Technology
(CEST).
He will immediately repl ace Dr.
William James, professor emeritus of
chemistry, who has served fr.om 1993
through this last summer.
Established in 1992 by way of a
gift in funds and equipment totalling
$1 million dollars from Monsanto Co.
and Monsanto Fund, CEST's research
focuses on waste reduction, pollution
prevention and other important envi-

More ini(!ressive than what
our research pf(~grams spend

ronmental issues.
A member of the UMR faculty
since 1962, Dr. Flanigan is a professor
of mechanical and aerospace engineering. He has also been a principal
reseacher for CEST since its creation.
According to Dr. Russell Buhite,
dean of UMR's College of Arts and
Sciences, "D~. Flanigan brin gs a wealth
of research experti se to the center and
we are.pleased to have him on board to
direct CEST's efforts. "
Currently, Dr. Flani'gan's research
includes the development of a soybean
oil that will replacetheperoleum-based
fog oil, used by the military, and the
development of charred rice hulls to be
used as beer brewing fi Iters.

.
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' SUN-THUR 11AM-11PM
I
FRI-SAT 11AM"-1AM

.' CALL FOR DELIVERY
OR TAKE OUT ...

. LARs.;~ D!~ ING ROOM

, 364~2669 .
• SALApS. SANDWICHES. PASTA

5% .BEER ~ O-N ·'SUNDAY
r - - _ , - - _,SPECIAUTIES _ _ _ _-,

ALLTEL Corporation is a
Fortune 500 company specializing in Telecommunications and
Information Services. ALLTEL
employs approximately 16,000
individuals and provides services
throughout the United States and
in 45 countries worldwide.
We offer c'aree r growth an d
opportunitY'in a progressive envi-

ronment. Our 'benefits package
is supplemented by competitive
salaries and excellent work.ing
conditions. We also provide you
with an excellent training program.
An ALLTEL representative will be
on campus to conduct an information session on October 8th
and interviews on October 9th

• GREEk SALAD. SPINACH PIE

"C

BAKLAVA

.WE WANT YOU R COM MENTS POSITIVE
OR NEGATIVE SO THAT WE CAN GIVE
~ YO~ :-THE BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE •

12th & PINE 364-33 11
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

PROGRAMMER
TRAINEE

Authentic Chinese Restaurant

•

~ t

212 -South Bishop
Xiufeng Zheng
Rolle, MO 65401
(500 Ft. North of Wei-Mart)

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE CATER TO UMR

•
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GAMES AND
MUSIC

Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's

FADIO'US EI'UH.HI"POS
11 :30-2:00

(573) '364-9610
FAX (573) 341-2891

Hours
Sun • Thurs II am . 9 pm • Fri· Sot 110m· 9:30 pm
lunch Buffet (II am - 4 pm) .
Dinner Buffet Mon·Thurs 4 pm • 9 pm • Fri . Sot 4 pm • 9:30 pm
,
Sun Buffet· II am • 9 pm)

in

Biggest Chinese Buffet Rolla. 60 Items Alternating Doily
Over 30 lunc h Specials Starting at S2.9<I • Eggrall aL.Drlnk FREE with
Corry Out . Dinner Buffet Includes Seafood.
Dinner Combinations Come With Eggroll, Soup . Fried or Steamed
Rice and Drink. Open 7 Days a Week. Dine In or Carry Out
Free Drink Refills wIth Dine In
10% Discount to Seniors and UMR Stud.lOt! and Faculty
L _ _ _ _ _-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,,....-_ _ _ _ _- J
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11025 Anderson Drive, S.uite 325 • Little Rock, AR 72212
- Job Line : (501 ) 220-41 04 • Fax: (501 ) 220-7606
[Intemet] http://www. alltel. com
[E-mail]Jobs@alltel.com

Mandar;n Garden

Golf Tournament

and 10th for the position of
Programmer Trainee. If you are
a senior or graduate student in
Computer science,
General
Business, Mathematics, Liberal
Arts or a reiated field of study,
and have a GPA 3.0+, please go
to your Career Services office for
additional information , deadlines,
and interview sign-up . We look
forward to speaking with youl
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• GYROS. SOUVLAkl • HOMEMADE lAsAGNA •
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I'UNDRAISEB
Raise all the money your group
needs by spon.scring a VISA
F'undra6er on your C3IIlJXlS.
No investment & very little time needed. 'Ih:re's no obligalioo, so
why notca1l focinfoonation today:
CaIlI-800-323-8454 x 95.

-$1.00
- - - - - --- - - - - -"
OFF
SHIPPING
UPS Ground Shipping

II

MAIL BOXES ETC.

1 0 2 8 So_ V_S_ 6 3
Rolla. MO
6540 1
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364-0007' Fax
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Opinions
- - - - - - Letter To The Editor - - -- - Hey everyone .. .I'm not a writer or a regular columnist
their reputation and their establishment's reputation as
being an "alternative lifestyle" hangout. The owners' idea
for the Missouri Miner but I just wanted to take this
that people stopped coming to the Open Hand because
opportunity to share my opinion with my fellow c1assmates because- well...! can. I'm writing in response to an
they thought of it as a place forthe "alternative li festyle"
article' written by The Miner Music Reviewer- Jimbob. , was their own insecurities getting the best of them. The
Last week he wrote a few paragraphs about the closing of Open Hand lost business because of their attitude toward
their customers. The Open Hand lost support from many
yet another o(Rolla's drinking establishments formally
known as the Open Hand. As many Were disheartened
students because of their own ignorance towards the
by the elimination of many of the few choices we had to
"alternative lifestyle." (I keep quoting Jimbob 's use of
. "get a good brew" as Jirnbob puts it, over the summer, I
"alternative lifestyle" because I think it's funny that even
I don't think'Rolla suffered a great loss with the closing of
.in his own article about the "stereotyping prejudiced ass' s
the Open Hand. Last semester I found myself and many
[sic]" of Rolla, he displayed a certain fear towards the
of my friends there on quite a few Wednesday nights. But
term GAY.)
I soon found reasons not to spend my money there.
My friends and I can all say th"t the bartenders were
Jimbob said, "In my opinion, it's a shame since too
notoriously rude. They would rat~er sit and talk with
many people stereotyped the place as a hangout for the
their friends for a f~w more minutes before they ' d get up
off their ass and pour you a drink. And you couldn ' t put
alternative lifestyle citizens of Rolla and felt too il)secure
your i.d. away (you may as well have worn it on your
with their ch~sen lifestyle to hang out."
I myself never knew about the supposed reputation
forehead) because the Marines would card everyone at
for the Open Hand being a "hangout for the alternative . regular intervals of five minutes in between dancing with
lifestyle" until limbob stated it. In fact,ljust thought of their drunk girlfriends. The Marines didn't make anyit as a smoky, loud, not so crowded place to get drinks and
thing safer, as Jimbob stated; they just sat and drank with
play pool that had awful dance music, rude bartenders,
their friends and showed their power by carding everyone
50 times.
and cheap pitchers on Wednesday nights. Could it be that
the owners were the insecure ones who were worried
I remember one of the bald headed Marines telli ng my
about everyone thinking it was an "alternative lifestyle"
friend to come back, bring some friends, and that they
hangout?
were working on getting "fancy pants" (referring to the
Jimbob quoted the owneri as saying, "Those people - gay person mentioned before who was banned from the
.
that make up idiotic statements like this (the Open Hand
O.H .) out of there.
is an "alternative lifestyle" hangout), really show Rolla
Now in my opinion, I don't want my. hard earned
what stereotyping prejudiced ass's we have here in
money going to support this ki nd of ignorance. And I'm
town .. .its the 90's for God's sake."
certai nl y not going to pay to wait for a bartender to finish
his conversation before he gets up and does his job. The
I think I laughed out loud whe!, I read this. For one
thing, unless the speaker is talking about a bunch of owners should take a good look in the mirror and think
, people who have ownership of their prejudiced butts, the
about who are the "stereotyping prej udiced ass's [sic]"
in this town.
term should be "stereotyping prejudiced asses." But
that's not what he's talking about. I know for a fact that
The loss of the iive music was truly a tragedy and a
on one of those many Wednesday nights last semester,
great loss to the youth of Rolla; but in all honesty, I' m
glad the Open Hand went down . Good Riddance.
after the bar closed, the owners requested to speak to a
paying and loyal customer. They asked him never to
return because he was gay. They were too worried about
Genevieve Fabela

Exploring campus safety concerns
An

,dilori~1

by Editor-1M-chi,! Amy low

The question of whether or not students should be allowed to decorate the TJ
tunnel has created quiie a stir among residents, residential life leaders and the
I
organizations and individuals who traditionally paint ihe tunnel. A number of
I issues encouraged the argument for keeping the tunnel white; safety stood out as
one of the primary concerns.
Current residents, prospective students and parents of prospective students
may see the paint-darkened tunnel and graffiti as indication oflessened security
measures. Then again, they may not. TJ tunnel safety issues do not concern,
. impact or occur to all of us; however, these concerns do force us, all of us, to take
a look at the overall safety situation on campus.
The comfort level of women walking on campus at night serves as the standard
test of university safety. Many of the campus walkways are lit at night, and while
the actual emergency-time effectiveness of the "blue light special" security
phones remains questionable, few women complain of excessive fear while on
campus at night.
The test, however, fai ls to call into question how female students fare during
the day or at home. Though on paper it may look silly or trivial, harassment by
way of phone calls, e-mail and stalking appears to be on the rise. Many female
students have at one time or another suffered these sorts of disturbances from an
-overzealous crush. The individual events remain just short of significant enough
not to merit reporting, but each piles ato p the previous to create a collection plenty
massive to strike fear within the victim.
Even as the events compound, the victim feels helpless to report the problem
or strike back. How can one say, "I'm having a problem with someone . ... No, I
don't know his name .... No, he hasn't actually touched me, but he's been calling
three times a day, and I see him following me around . I'm getting scared."? Who
can help? How can she dissuade her pursuer beyond saying no?
Now, this is not to say that UMR is solely populated, or even largely
populated, by psychotic stalker types, nor that every woman on campus should
expect to encounter these problems or fear at all on campus. However, perhaps
investigating the implications of painting the TJ tunnel should encourage some
of those same campus leaders to examine the larger issue of campus safety as a
whole.
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TH-INGS'TO DO W-ITH SCISSORS.
Do the right thing . '
Cut out these
MasterCard

Exclusives~

coupons and present

coupon

them along with your
by Jimbob _

MasterCard" card and

Music Reviewl

you'll cut costs on all
kinds of good stuff. Whic h
feels a lot b etter than a

L _______ .J

sharp stick in the eye.
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Verve
Flower p'o wer:
A squir.rel for your thoughts ...
•
Kick In the what??
by Sarah Albers

centration between the boy and the
squirrel, but I was too worried about
being late again. I watched them ,"ithout paying much attention to them, but
when I stood even with him, the boy

Assistant Verve .Editor

by Daisie H.M. Hobson
Verve Writer
"Every day's a kick!" - Oprah Winfrey
I think the hardest part about writing every week will be
finding a quote. I have
hundreds of quotes
from which to choose,
but I want the perfect
one. I want everyone
to smile after they read
it, but I also wani them
to think about it. I
think last week's went
pretty well. Most
people seemed to like
it. I did get one comment about my exclaination points (!!!). I
do use too many, but that is because I
get excited while I write. Those of you
who 'know me know that I'm worse in
person. Other than that I goLa lot of
: positive feedback and it gave me rea-

THE
Music Reviewer

I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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see Flowers on page 19

MINER

by Jimbob _

.....,

son to go on! Charge!
When I read this quote I thought
"A kick in the what...?". A kick in the
face when I do stupid things. A kick in
the butt when I don't want to' do anything. I think we can
all imagine something we should get
kicked for and even
where we should get
kicked. These are all
punishments though.
Maybe Oprah had
rewards in mind!
Think
about
it...everyday brings
something new. Remember the saying
"Li fe's a Beach?"
Well, I think Oprah
just shortened the time period a little.
Life's a beach and every day's a kick!
There's that other saying though:

Hey peoples, it's already been
three weeks now and things seem to be
running smoothly here in the music
section. Last weekend ",as definitely
an intense week for people out there ...
Incasesomepeopledidn' tknow, qreek
Week officially started last Friday night
and there was some crazy things going
on. For instance, the Friday night shindig was busted up around I p.m. due to
some moron bringing out a machete.
' Three police cars made their way in a
frenzy over to the party but-seemed to
put everything in control. Th~guys.
This summer waS also a mark of a
really cool concert at Riverport in St.

MUSIC

Life has not been too good thi's
past week. Low grades and too much
homework have left many 'people,
including myself; feeling more harried and busy than usual. Going to a
7 p.rn. meeting this week, I was feeling especially low and more than
usually harried and depressed that I
wouldn't have as much time as I had
_hoped to study for the multiple qui zzes and tests that I expected in the
nex t few days.
Lost in my thoughts, I walked
towards the Chancellor's home and
near Parker Hall there was a boy,
probably 13 to 1·5 years ' old, just
watching a squirrel sitting on the wall
about 10 feet from where he stood. I
didn't say anything as I approached,
and since I was wearing sunglasses I
assumed that neither the boy nor the
squirrel knew that I watched them.
I placed my foot on the bottom
step and dreaded breaking the con-

REVIEW:

Louis, Live with Luscious Jackson and
Radio Iodine. There was one other
band, Jimmy ' s Chicken Shack, but I
was unfortunately not able to see them
since getting in the place took forever.
However, I heard they kicked some ass.
I will include in this little snid-bit of
the music section a rundown on the
Live concert as well as a review on a
cool new band Subrosa. Check out the
review and take a listen, it may crack
some interest in those music articulate
people.- Jimbob

.M,ariah Carey- Butterfly OUT: Sep. 16
Muddy Waters - King of the Electric
Blues OUT: Oct. 7

CD Releases: .
Green Day - Nimrod OUT: October?
Everclear - So Much for the Afterglow
OUT: Oct 7
Joan Jett - Fit to be Tied OUT: Nov. I I

••

.turned and looked right into my eyes as
if he knew I had been watching him
watch the squirrel.
"It's funn y really. He [the squirrel] doesn't have anything in his paws,
but when I get close to him he acts as if
he is eating something to distract me,"
the boy said to me. I paused to look at
the squirrel again and could see plainly

LIVE

Music Gossip for the Week:
•• Snoop Dog featured on 1-95 Album Due out December 9.
Spice Girls auction offtheir clothes
from a show they attended.
Henry Rollins will release some
old unheard stuff in Nov~mber.
Pearl Jam Video, "Jeremy," is in
court for influence in the killing of
three kids at school.
Reznor getting bored with NIN
albums, asks David Bowie about
new direction.
•• The Posies call it quits,last album
out in November, side projects

••

••
••

that the squirrel was doing just what
the boy had told me he was doing. I
looked at the boy again and saw the
look of concentration on his face.
"Y ou are right, I hadn't noticed,"
I said to him, feeling very old and
weary. "Do you live near here?" I
asked him since I didn't see his parents around anywhere.
"Yes," was his reply. I would
have loved to stay and ask the boy
more about the squirrel, but I went on
anyway and felt better having spoke
those few words to the boy. To most
people, including myself, a squirrel
would have been a matter of little
importance, but to this boy it was
fascinating. It made all of those
stupid worries in my life seem a little
less significant. This is something I
thought I would share, a type of stressreliever, if you will. Everyone needs
to watch a squirrel now and then, to
remind you, as it did me, that the
little things in life are just as fascinating and important as what you are
doing and wi)ere you are going.

ANt>

SUBROSA

possible.
Concert Review: Live at Riverport
August 26
The ride into the complex was
pretty short, but getting through the
gates and getting our tick~ts was the
ever-annoying process of finger pointing and conversing with idiots just to
pick up tickets. My sidekick (Mike
Culkins, singer from Gretchen) and I
were given the runaround by the management at Riverport screwing up my
passes arid tickets. The funny thing is
that every time I go there, they screw
everything up. I am su're it is something
personal, but still management there
pretty much sucks, and the idiots running the box office need either new
training or a swift hard slap.

Anyhow, I finally got us to our
seats, and we were set on trying to have
a good time. Radio Iodine did their set
and got everyone up and dancing. This
is no surprise since RJ is one of St.
Louis' bigger bands that are making it
big. St. Louis is pretty good for supporting their own. RI's set was a shade
over 35 minutes but seemed longer
since they played about a dozen songs.
Luscious Jackson is a mostly female group that kicks serious ass. The
crowd showed a lot of enthusiasm and
craziness when LJ took the stage and
rightfully so. They were defmitely a
Bill in themselves. Boodies wigglin',
feet tapping, heads a bobbin' and bod-

see Music page 19

New look for. UMR TECH-S
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by Milse Weber
UMR TECHS
Since its inception, UMR TECHS peer educators have successfully informed the UMR campus on wellness issues such as responsible use of
a!coh'ol, sexual awareness and stress management. Members of UMR TECHS have accomplished this goal through numerous presentations
and other organized campus activities. They were
recognized for this accomplishment by being
named "Campus Service Organization of the
Year."
Rather than resting on its laurels, UMR
TECHS is currently engaged in an effort to increase students' awareness of UMR TECHS and
expand the range of activities in which the group
participates.

As you read this article, UMR TECHS members are hard at work to design a new logo that will
convey the new positive directions the group is
moving. This logo will be unveiled soon and will,
without a doubt, be very visible during the upcoming IMPACT month. UMR TECHS has also
recently secured a new office in Norwood Hall.
The office will hold scheduled office ho.urs to
provide an easier access for other groups wishing'
to contact UMR TECHS.
In addition to informative programs, UMR .
TECHS is making a new effort to sponsor social
activities that promote wellness issues. Once
again, they will sponsor ,the campus wide Hot
Shots basketball and volleyball tournament. Several other activities are planned during IMPACT
month, so stay tuned and take part in all the
exciting upcoming events.
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Speeding, radar detectors, and 200 mph corn
by John Johnson
Humor Columnist
Do you realize what today is?
Well , other than Wednesday; today
marks my third straight year without a
speeding ticket! This means a whole
lot to me because I am a male driver age
16 to 20, so my insurance goes from
approximately $\000 a day to only
about $900 a day!' Woohoo.
.
All of you males out there know
exactly what I'm talking about. We are
the "high-risk" group that insurance
companies hate for some reason . Oh,
just because we are " most likely" to
drive recklessly, just because statistically, we are "most likely" to try to
break the sound barrier in a residential
area, just because the vast many of us

are complete idiots on the road .
("Many" meaning those of us who are
not in a coma).
Should guys who are not in a coma
suffer because of the rest of the males
out there who are able to drive? I think
not! Why do I hold this view? Well,
mainly because I'm under 21 and not
currently in a coma.

First of a II, the coverS afe usually the Government Isn't Telling You
littered with statements Iike,."The New About Speed Laws" and "How [ Drove
C5 XTGT ' 98 Corvette' 0 to 60 in 0.9 . From Michigan to California in 12
se.conds! " And then they have the nerve Hours!" But these articles are before
to put a picture of that Corvette on the the car reviews which inspire young
cover, cresting a hill with all of its guys even further by test driving souped
up minivans that can go 400 mph .
wheels off of
Butguys likeme can ' t afford these
super minivans. So after reading these
testoserone-stirring articles, we have
no other ou'tlet but to get into our Toyota
Tercels and see how fast it can go from
o to 60. Silly and immature, isn ' t it?
(Mine takes 11 . 1 seconds).
The police know that guys do this.
And then innocent guys like me have So instead of doing important police
no other choice but to buy the maga- stuff like arresting people who are
wearing only their undelWear (like on
zine.
Then .on the inside there are usu- "COPS"), they instead hide and wait
ally editorials with such titles as " What for little yellow Toyota Tercels (much

' 1!!I~~~~ill

punished instead? I
whofinger
should be
thinkSo the
should be pointed
squarely at one
group: Car Magazine Publishers. Yes, car magazines
cause males to drive stupidly. Have
you read one lately? Well, in case you
haVen't, let me summarize the typical
car magazine. for you.

"Annie Hall" a big hit
on movie home video
by KenesiB SchBper

I believe this film shows Allen at
his best in both .fields of acting and
directing. It's almost as if this film is
"Annie Hall" is an intellectual's an autobiographical look into his life.
romantic comedy starring Woody Allen Allen mocks his own ability to have
and Diane Keaton. Allen plays Alvy meaningful relationships with women,
Singer, a neurotic comedian who fall s and his asides to the camera add comin love with different women during mentary to his progress. Two facets of
the various stages in his life. At first,
Allen's personality are revealed in the
he' s an Adlai Stevenson liberal in the movie: our familiar Woody, who' s al1950' s who finds a woman with the
ways ready with a husame ideologies but the wrong .JIII!II~~.II
morous remark , even at
personality.
the expense of himself;
During his roand a personal Allen,
mantic period I b
who makes Alvy into hi s.
years later, he finds
own image, despite how
akookiewriter who
painful it is for him to act
fills the quota for
out his own mistakes and perhis emotional needs at the time. Soon sonality fl aws. At ti mes, I fe lt it diffi after the re!ationship fai ls, he meets cult to watch Allen portray his own
Annie Hall, the seemingly perfect part- creation with such real ism.
ner for him. Annie is an aspiring night
Allen shows himself as a much
club singer who moved to New York more mature filmmaker in " Annie Hall"
with ideas of " making' it big." Alvy than he has in other fi lms such as
tries to push hertowards improvingjob "Sleeper." He declared in the movie
status and education, but soon finds that he' d never join a club that would
that this causes Annie to form (nterests have him as a member. Obviously,
for other men. Alvy and Annie later he' s lived up to his mantra by not
part, yet it is obvious that Alvy is still
making a typical Hollywood romantic
rv_
ery
-'--m
_
u_
ch~in_
lo_v_e_w
_i_th_A_n_n_ie_._ _ _ _
comedy.

Video Reviewer

SUBCONSCIOUS
and 9 p.m., respectively.
On the Homecoming side, the
next Homecoming meeting for orgaThe Student Union Board is hard nization representatives is Septemat work on Homecoming and other ber 29 at 9 p.m. in ME 216. [f your
~
group's Homeprogramming for
the semester. On
.
coming represen-

by Diana Aft

SUB

Thursday, Sep- ~ tative is unable to
,_ _ :
~ ~
. • attend, please
tember 18, there.
will be a concerts
.' -"-'. -..... . . contact
Dan
committee ·meet0 Schwent in the
ing at 9 p.m. in the
.' " .
SUB office. Finally, if you are a
SUB office. [fyou
Homecoming King or
have input on the
SL Pat's concert and other events for Queen candidate, don't forget that
the semester, now is the time to get yourt-shirt orders and money are due
involved. For all of you movie buffs, today in the SUB office. [fthere are
the next SUB movies are • Apocaany quest ions about this, please noIypse Now· and "Killing Fields· on tify Diana "11 ;" diana@ umr.edu or
i September 19 an~!~ in_~:..! 04 at 7 call the <.,
"" c.
I'

like mine) to wiz by so they can give the
male drivers speeding tickets.
That's why [bought, dun dun duh,
a radar detector! Yes, I finally did it. [
went out and bought a fuzz buster.
Radar detectors come in many different shapes and sizes. They usually
have cool names like "The Stalker" or
"The Whistler" and have aerodynamic
shapes in order to deal with the high
levels of air resistance encountered on
the average dash board. Despite the
different shapes and names, they all do
one important thing: beep for no reason.

Well, at least that's what mine
does. Actually, more specifically, mine
beeps whenever I drive past a Wal~

see Humor on pBge 19

ConcertUp~ate ': All shows are in St. L.ouis unless otherwise noted.
CQum:esy of Jimbob.
, 911'8

9119

9/20
9/21
9/23
9/24
9/26
9/271

,

Guitermouth, 'Feli F,o ot Pole @ ffi,P 9 inte
1012, Clutch @ Mis~issippi Nights,
,
The. S.arnples @ Mississippi Niglits
.
1013 New World Spirits @ Missi~ippi Nights
Bl'itd@Galaxy
....
.
$ugardaddy @ Cicero' s .'
,;
.•
1014 Insane (:)\own Fosse@Americari.'
, Herbie HancOcK @ Sheldon
The Why Store @ Galaxy ,
,'311 wI Fishbone @ Riv!rrPort
10/10 Love Spit Love @ Mis~issippi Nights
Let's Go Bowling, 'The Casualties @ Hi-Politte
10/11 Jim Rose Circus Show @ Mississippi Nights
Peter, Paul and Mary @ Fox Theatre
Skunk Anansie @ Galaxy
l0l18 NIL-8 @ MississippjNights
Jars of Clay @ G~and Palace - Branson
lO/29 Gwar @ Mississippi Nights
The Charlatans UK @ Mississippi Nights
10/31 Primus @ Americ!ll1
Big Ass Truck @ Hi-Pointe
11 /9 Tribute to Oliver Sain @Mississippi Nights
I II 17 Fleetwood Mac @ Ki,el Center
Catherine Wheel @ Galaxy
1118 U2 @ Trans World Dome
War, House ofLaige Sizes, NIL-8 @ Side Door
Johnny Socko @ St.Louis University .
I 1112 Mike Watt @ Side Door
12/5 Amy .Grant @ KieI Center
MU330 CD release party, Blue Meanies @ Galaxy
12111 The Rolling StoneS @ Trans World Dom<:.,
Dr. Zhivegas @ Juke Joint - Springfield,MO
._ _ _ _--'-_ _ _ _ .____. _______
.------..1

Student Activity, Fee Board looking for
new members to fill open positions
the Student Council Office (202 UCW,
341-4280) or you may contact:
SAFB
Matt Benz, Chairman, SAFB,
My name is Matt Benz, and [ am mbenZ@umr.edu, 368-3839 or
chairofthe Student Activity Fee Board,
Joe Wilde, Assistant Chairman,
or SAFB. Did you look at your bill from SAFB, jwilde@umr.edu, 364-9567.
the Cashier's Office last semester and
We'd be happy to give you more
see the nearly $160 in Student Activity information or answer your questions,
Fees that every one of ~ou pays every even if you're not sure if you want to
semester? Student Activity Fees are apply. You do not need to be any kind
the only fees that students directly con- of "expert" on the Student Activity Fee
trol, and SAFB is the group of students process to become a member; that's
that recommends what those fees are
what being an associfrom year to year. This comes out to be
ate member is for! Our
around SI.5 million dollars ofstudents ,
whole purpose is to
money each year. [t currently gets split
recommend what
up between 19 organizations or funds,
is in the stuincluding Athletics, St. Pat's, Student .
dents' best inCouncil, SUB, KMNR, the Miner, the
teres!, and you
Rollamo and the golf course.
are . students,
[fyou act quickly, you can have a
so you should
real impact on next year's student fees
Fiand beyond! We will be selecting at
nally, you
least four people for associate t1JCITIber
definitely do
positions on SAFB. [fselected, you can
not have to be a
remain on SAFB for as long as you member of Student Council to serve on
remain a student at UMR, or even for the Student Activity Fee Board; you
just a year and a half, depending on just have to attend our medings.
what you want and how much time you
Position Advantages:
have left here.
• Get to spend over S 1,500,000
Applications are now availab!e il! every year.

by Matt Benz

-

• Get to take an active role in
deciding where that mon~y (your
money) goes.
• Will get to serve as full member
in future and take full responsibility for
working with your organizations.

---
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Position Responsibilities:
• Attend meetings every Sunday
at 6 p.m. (last hourto hour and a half).
• Work with a full member to
communicate with organizations.
• Provide input at meetings on
budgets and operations of organizations.
Pertinent information:
• Applications in Stuco office,
202 UCW.
• Deadline for applications is Fri·
day, September 19.
Sun• Interviews will be held
day, September 21.
• Graduation date must be December 1998 or later. .
• [f you have a lot of time left at
UMR or you have prior ' experience
with funding, you have a definite "leg
up" on the competition.
• Contact mbenz@umr.edu or
jwilde@umr.edu with any questions.
Even if you're not sure, apply or
ask .us for more information!
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Next on the schedule for the University of Missouri-Rolla men's soccer
team is a game vers~ William Woods at
I p.m. September 20. The weekend concludes Sunday, Sept. 21 , with a game at 2
p.m. in Joplin against Missouri Southem .
The Miners have just come off two
games this past week, the first of which
occurred Wednesday in an away game
between UMR and Columbia College.
UMR played again in RolI ~ on Friday
evening against Missouri Valley.
Wednesday's game ended with a
4-1 loss for the Miners.
The UMR team jumped on the
board first scoring the opening goal of the
game 43 minutes into the contest:-- This
unassisted goal by Nathan Wojtkiewicz.
would be the lone score of the game for
the UMR athletes. Within five minutes
of the UMR goal, Col~bia College an-.
swered with two goals ofllieir own, one
being a goal from Dan Lauck, assisted by
Matt Linder, and the other the result of a
Penalty kick by Brad Jenks three minutes before the 50 minute mark. Lauck
scored his second goal unassisted at 54:58
into the giune and was followed by a g~
from Colwnbia'~ Matt O'Hanlon, assisted
by Linder with about II minutes to play.
Starters for UMR included John
Almeida, Brian Koscielski, Mike Kiefer,
Scott Vogelsang, AIm:;-McMahon, Gonor
Magee, B.J. Stuhlsatz; Jon K wantes,
'. Gevan McCoy, Matt Long and Jeff
Hougland.
Friday's game concluded in UMR's
favor, as the Miners came away with a 2I victory.
.
Nineminutes into the game, UMR,
as before, started the· scoring when

Stuhlsatz contributed the poillts ,via a
penalty kick. Four minutes later, Missouri Valley retaliated with a goal from
Marcos Espinosa, aSSisted by James
Kelley, to tie the game. At the 36 minute
mark the Miners regained the lead with a
free kick from 20 yards out by John
Almeida. UMR would nurrure this lead
throughout the end of the contest.
Start ing for the Miners were
Almeida, Kiefer,Wojtkiewicz, Vogelsang,
McMahon, Magee, Stuhlsatz, Kwantes,
McCoy, Long and Kevin Levy. They
were met by Missouri-Valley starters Jay
Jones, Kelley, Espinosa, Jacob Allen, Chris
Stickel, Joeseph Sanchez, Kristopher
Martin, Marc Miranda, Gil Cattor,
Damon Gochneaur and Matt Kessler.
Reflecting on "Friday's match up
Kwantessaid, "Everyone looked like they
were running a lot harder, trying a lot
harder... the effort was up a level. It was
kind ofan ugly game, (with) a lotoffouls,
and we kind of got caught up in the fouling. We fouled them as much as they
fouled us but we still managed to find a
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UMR Miners
at
·W illiam Woods
Site: Fulton, Mo.
Date: Sept. 20, 1997
Time: Miners- 1 e.M COT
Lady Miners--3 PM COT

e__L~y-ers

souri VCjllley. The Lady Miners shut out the Vikings 5-0.

way to Win."
yeah, y.re've just had a couple of tough
Yellow Cards were issued to four breaks this year. We've been playing all
MVC players: Cattor, Allen, Martin and right, actually, probably our win·on FriKessler. 'A yellow card was also issued day was the worst game we've played .
to utvtR's Chris Leonard.
All the other games [ think we played
. The Miners carne away not only . pretty good, we juSt caught some bad
with a victory but also with a fe\(r minor breaks."
The Miners are looking forward
injuries as remind~ of the competition.
Kwantes said, "We were a little to the next match up. Kwantes said,
banged ilp, nothing seriOUs. After that · "We're playing Missouri-St. Louis on
game on Friday we had a couple of fresh- Tuesday. Last year was !lie first iime we
men kind ofbanged up at forWard; Nathan ever beat them in school history and were
Wojtiewiiczgotfouledprobablyabouil5 just looking to add o.n to that and just
times, SO he took a couple of days off to . keep it going from laSt year. They'vegot
relieve the soreness."
a good team, bull think we can play with
Everyone is expected to return for them:.. just try to do the things we work
the next game.
on in practice, do what the coach says,
When asked ifhe felt the team has and hopefully things will work out the
been improving, Kwantes replied, "Oh way we've trained."

member
Jilityfor
ms.

es:

Sophomore Dena Burns attempts to dodge an opponant in the Lady Miner's game against Mls-

To

Watch

Miners: Kevin Levy (20 saves, 2 GAA), B .J . Stuhlsatz (3 goals,
6 pts.)
Lady Miners: Michelle Johnson (13 saves, 0 GA) , Natalie
Sanders (9 goals, 20 pts.)

photo by Wendy Hoffman

Lad y M"Iners to pay
I W"II"
I lam Woods
by Todd Monroe
Staff Writer
The· University of MissouriRolla women's soccer teant's next competition is slated for Saturday Sept. 20,
at Fulton, where they take on William

Woods.

,
The Lady Miner~ head into the
w~kend with only one loss on their
recOrd. The womell split the two games
played this past weekend on Friday,
Sept. 12, and Sunday, Sept.l4.
The first game Was a 5-0 victory
for the Lady Miners over Missouri Valley.
Alison Hanson opened the scoring for UMR 12 minutes into the game
. with an assist from Denise McMillan
from 15 yards out. Twenty minutes
later, Natalie Sanders contributed a head
ball for a goal of her own with ass istance from Crissie Eckhoff and Lizz
Szkrybalo. Sanders scored again with a
rebound off her own shot at the 42
minute mark to set the halftime score at
3-0. The second half scoring was
started by Sanders with an assist from
Szkrybalo, as they were able to move
out of traffic and shoot the ball. TIle
last goal of the contest came after 5'7
minutes of play whe'n Kim Hydeman shot from 25 yards with an assist from
Sara Rudy.
"Friday's game we played really
good as a team and we really put things
together. [t was a fun game," Eckhoff
said.
Starters for Friday's game ineluded Lady Miners Jen Splaingard,
Eckhoff, Hanson , Hydeman , Tami
Bowman, Rudy, Sanders, McMillan,
Connie Meyers, Szkrybalo and Michelle
Johnson. Missouri ValleylEs starters
consisted of Annie Hankel , Amie

Clarke, Jessica Hobaugh, Abbie Mueller,
Kay Lynn Wilson, Cara Cunningham,
Rana Swails, Misty Walker, Julie
Shields, Heather Carter and Sarah [vy.
Sunday the team traveled to
Springfield to challenge the Drury Panthers at 2 p.m. The game concluded as a
2- 1 overtime loss for UMR, -IIJId the
first defeat of the season for the squad.
One minute into the game, Drury
opened up with an unassisted goal from
Drury's Leuenberger. Twenty- five
minutes later, Amber Fischer answered
for UMR with ail unassisted dnoble and
shot goal to tie the game: The score
would not change throughout regulation.
Sixteen minutes into the overtime
period Drury was able to capitalize off
of a deflection to break the tie and claim
the victory.
"[n today's game we did bettcr
[than Friday's]. We passed the ball well, ..
and we beat the team, we just couldn't
putthe bali in the'net They got a cheap
goal at the end in the overtime. We kept
shooting, we just couldn't get the ball
in. Lizz had a head ball that almost went
in , Amber's comer kick we almost
scored off of, Natalie kept shooting,
Alison had a few great crosses, but we
just couldnlEt finish them. They just
got lucky on a couple of runs. It hurt
because we worked real hardjust to lose
it in overtime," Eckhoff said.
·Starters included Johnson ,
Splaingard, Eckhoff, Hanson, Hydeman,
Bowman, Rudy, Sanders, McMillan,
Meyers, and Szykrybalo.
Despite the recent loss, Eckhoff
was optimistic when discussing the next
game." We will be playing William
Woods on SaturdaY-O
We should be able
to beat them," Eckhoffsaid .
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Miner Match-up

by Sean Ellis
Assistant Spotts Editor
Hello again sports fans. This past week has been a busy one for me, so
I thought it would be fun and entertaining to print some neat little sports
facto ids I've picked up along my researching. If you know of any other interesting or hum'!rous things about the sports world feel fre~ to e-mail me your
ideas to the address at the end of this 'article. Well, here we go:
-Reggie Jachon holds,the career record for most strikeouts with 2,957
-Joe Nuxhall of the Cincinatti RedS' became the youngest player in the
big leagues on June 10,'I944 at the age of 15
-Georgeann Wells became the first woman to dunk-in an NcAA basketball game on December 21 , 1984
-The highest scoring Super Bowl was XXIX in 1995. The 49ers beat the
Chargers49-26 (75 points)
-The longest punt in the history of the NFL was 98 yards by Jets kicker
Steve O'Neal on September 21, 1969
-Wilfred Benitez won the WBA Welter-weight title in 1976 at the age of
17, the youngest ever to do so.
-Rod Carew ~as the only, player to win the Major League batting title
without hitting a single home run
-Tom Kite shot an amazing 35-under par at the Bob Hope Chrysler "
Classic in 1993, the lowest score in a major tournament
-It took Pete Rose 14,053 at-bats to set the record for most career hits
with 4,256 ·
-The highest scoring women's NCAA basketball game was 123- 120 in
the VirginiafNorth Carolina triple overtime game on January 12, 1991
-George Hainsworth'o( the MontreaJ Canadiens had 22 shutouts in the

UMR Miners
at
Wisconsin-Parkside
Open
Site: Kenosha, Wis,
Date: Sept. 20, 1991
I .o

Players

W ate b

Miners: Ben Mulvaney (2nd & 19th finishes) , Matt Hagen (3rd &
26th finishes)
Lady Miners: Jennifer Frazer (3rd &10th finishes), Sheri Lentz
(4th & 16th finshes)

~
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Miner and Lady Miner Cross Country to be in f--,- _ _ _ _ _ _ _see_H_e_s_ho_Of_S••_.o__n_pa_g e_1---l9
Wisconsin
Parkside Midwest Collegiate I've seen the Light
Missouri in Columbia. There they
ran on Sat., Sept. 13 in the Missouri
Sport Shake Invitational which
The University of Mi ssouri - started at 9:32 a.m . for the men and
Rolla cross country team will travel 10:09 a.m. for the ladies. The race
to Wisconsin - Parkside in Kenosha, was an eight kilometer event in which
Wisconsin this Sat., Sept. 2.0. There five schools competed. Out ofU. of
the Miner and Lady Miner cross Missouri, Indiana State University,
country runners will compete in the Missouri Valley College and
Wisconsin - Parks ide Midwest Col- Wentworth Military J. C. the were
legiate. This is also the same loca- able to take third place overall. Setion that the regionals and Division nior Ben Mulvaney was the fastest
II championships will be held this - Miner, taking' 19th place with a time
of26:05.25. From there the next fi ve
year. ,
Last 'week , the Miners were Miners to cross the finish line were
closer to home at the University of , Matt Hagen , Josh Sales, Kevin

by Joseph Mclain
Staff Writer

Johnson, Craig M~Cauley and Dan
Saylor. They all finished consecutively starting with Hagen at 26th
place. The top fiv e Miners averaged
a time of27:00.73.
On the women's side, the Lady
Miners also came in third. Senior
Jennifer Frazer came across the finish line at 19:05.90 to take 10th place
overall for UMR. Among the top
five Lady Miners w,ere Sheri Lentz
at 16th, Tracy Jones at 19th, Sheryl
Ziccardi at 29th and Julia Kuseski at
30th. These Lady Miners ran for an
average time of20: 15.67 in their five
kilometer event.

· , l(JobjinjYntefiJfhip
. '/; . Th~ Associated S tude:t:lt~ 'oPtheUniversltY, of~iloufi ·
acteptihg applications fo~th~ i99~ Lobbying ihterrl~hiJ:> .

S ta te Legisla tur~ itf Je[fe.rsoh .c;i.ty:

.

POIi~~t~pui~n(E The ASW
¥ ~bbjing lit~r.nshiP ~rrer¥ st~dents th~ op~luni~ tol: bbY for sluden~~;d;

lelfersOO~i~. Interns will become registered as [obbjists with the Secretary qf Sta[e:Yo~ ~ill meet withe'~~iedoilki~ls
. in ttie state

'~giS'ature arid"e;Jrnabout the Politi~1 p'roce.ss.

"

.',

" ,. "

Credit Hourt All ASLiMinternships are organized in conjunction wit~ the Political SCience departme.nt.
will receive 6 credit hours. ASUM will provine interns with training dur'ing the fall semester.

•• '

Participan.ts

"

[Jigibility Requirements:
* must be ,at least,a sophomore
, * tot~l d m}oa< shall not exceed 12 hours (including
the 6 hour'lntet(lShip)

* minimum 2.8 GPA
To pick up an application or for more information, please stop by the ASUM office at 212
.
UCW, call 341-4970, or e-mail umrasum@umr.edu.

.

by Brad Neuville
Spotts Columnist
It seems that recently professional sports stars have had a collective near
encounter with God. Take Deion Sanders, for example. Yes, that's right Deion
big-mouth, flashy moves, Nike shoes, gold chains, Prime-Time Sanders. Over
this past summer Neon Deion had a sudden change of spirit which he credits to
his discovery of the Lord.
Don't get me wrong, I'm in no way belittling anyone' s beliefs. I can't
help but question, however, his motives. His recent change of heart follows
several years of off-the-field turmoil for the Dallas Cowboys. Names like Leon
Lett, Michael Irvin and Erik Williams come to mind. Could this, coupled with
the recert crack-down on other trouble-causing Cowboys; ani:! the fines assessed to coach Barry Switzer after his carrying of ~ loaded handgun -onto a
plane, be an attempt by Cowboys owner Jerry Jones to clean up their image
and once again be considered America's team? One can't help but wonder.
Professional and collegiate athletes alike often attribute their recent successes on the field to the help they got from God. Football players constantly
kneel in the end-zone to ,"pray" after a touchdown. While I have no problem
with them appreciating their athletic gifts, I don't believe that a touchdown
celebration is the proper place to express that. I fail to see how God had a direct
hand in a 25 yard touchdown run. It;s as if he had no teammates who helped
him score that touchdown.
.
I would much rather se~ the scorer go back and high-five his offensive
lineman who blew a huge hole- in the defense which allowed hiin to run untouched for a 25 yard touchdown. That type of celebration would not only
boost te lUll morale and continuity but would be giving credit where credit is due.
I don't mean to downgrade the effect of spirituality on anyone's life. In
fact I applaud many athletes who use their own respective God in a beneficial
way. Reggie White, the Green Bay Packer All-pro defensive end and Baptist
minister, has beg!!n the ritual of having players from each competing team kneel
down after a game for a short prayer session. This is the type of spiritual
display that can benefit everyone. It shows great sportsmanship, something
that has been lacking lately in the world of sports. It is also a more proper tim~
to be "thanking" God for their ath letic talents than when a touchdown hasjust
been scored.
I also appreCiate athletes that stick to their guns and practice their religion no matter what the situation rather than only when it is convenient. Hakeem
Olajuwon, the Houston Rockets center, is a prime example ofthis. His religion
requires him to not eat from dawn till dusk on Sundays. This past year one of
the playoff games that the Rockets played was on a Sunday. Instead of conveniently "forgetting" his religious duties, Hakeem stuck to his guns and did'noi
eat all that day even though he was ,forced to play less due to fatigue.
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In general Ijust wish that athletes wouldn't constantly, blatantly broadcast their sometimes misguided religious beliefs in our faces. Religion has a
place in sports just like it has a place in the rest of society. Ijust don 't feel that
many athletes these day&are using their religious beliefs in a responsible and
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Miner football team Golf to
to play CMSU SaturI day for home opener
-'

by Jeff Cowan
The University of MissouriRolla Footb&1I team will play in its
home opener this Saturday Sept. 20
at 1:30 p.m. against the Central Missouri State Univ'ersity Mules, after
coming off a loss to the Missouri
Valley College Vik'ings by a score of
14-10.
Last year the Miners lost to
the Mules by a score of 20-1, bring- '
ing their overall head-to-head record
to 34-29-3 with the Miners in control.
The Miners will be able to go
into this game with an idea of what
to expect from Central Missouri
State, whereas last week they went
into the game in the dark.
"It is much easier to prepare
for the upcoming game. We will be
able to develop a game plan and come
into the game prepared. Against Central Missouri we were unsure about
their offense or defense and we had
to adjust as the game went on," head
coacH Jim Anderson said.
Not only will the Miners have
a game plan to work with but they
will also have the advantage of this
game being their home opener which
tends to fire up some players which
the Miners may be able to use to their
advantage.
"I always feel optimistic in our
first home game, the pl ayers al ways
seemed to be more fired up playing
at home rather than on the road. The
fa ns seem to be a big part o( this game
an d t h e s u pport rea ll y helps

compete in Mo. Baptis t fall Classic

th e UMR Fa ll c lass ic at th e Pin ey coach. In Leu ell yn 's debut season
Valley Golf course. Octobet'sixth and with the Miners he lead them to a
Assistant Sports Editor
seventh see the Miners at th e Cro ss- seventh place finish in the MIAA
The Miner Golf team will com- road s of America Tournament in tournament.
pete in the Missouri Baptist Fall Clas- Joplin , Mi ssouri. Their fin al season
sic in St. Louis, Mo. on Sept. 25. It tournament will be the Comfort Inn
will be their second tournament of North/Drury Classic in Springfield,
us,"Anderson said.
the season. The Miner ' s season open- Missouri.
In order to be ready for the ing tournament was the Truman State
This season 's golf team congame on Saturday, the Miner squad Fall classic in Moberly, Mo. It was sists of several returning members.
will have to put the loss to Missouri held on Monday and Tuesday, Sept. . Among last years contributing memValley into the past. The game just
15 and 16. Last year they opened bers that are back for another season
slipped past the Miners as the Vi- the season with this tournament and are senior Bill Kuess and sophokings scored the winning touchdown placed ninth out of II. Statis\ics on mores Andy Laegler, Eric Lindholm,
.in the fourth quarter after a Miner this year's tournament were not Charles Smith and Mark Winschel.
turnover.
available at the time of printing.
Last season each of them competed
Date: Sept. 25, .1997
The Vikings drove their way
0,., The Miners face a short seain at least one tournament and bring
Location: St. Louis,
to the Miners three yard line and were son this year compared to last year. back their experience for the new sea- .
threatening to score go ahead touch- . After the St . Louis tournament they son Coach Ray Leuellyn returns for
. down, when Junior Bobby Barton in- will travel to Fort Leonard Wood for his second season as head Miner golf
tercepted the ball and ended the Vikings threatening drive. The Miners
then started to work the ball up to
their own six yard line when they
fumbled the ball at the one yard line
which the Vikings recovered in the
Miner end zone. That play took the
score to 14-10 which is where the
game would end.
"We had a good chance to win
this game, we just made some key
mistakes that cost us majorly. They
scored the game winning touchdown
on a turnover after we made a good
play," Anderson said.
Although they lost, th'e Min1996-97 Record
Site: Jackling Field
ers had many bright spots from their
UMR:3-8
running, game passing game ang deDate: Sept. 20, 1997
CMS:
fense . The passing game was brought
together by senio(Elliot Jacksori who
had 9 receptions and sophomore
Matt Brueckner who completed 11
UMR: Offense- Jason Wagoner (AB), Sam Petty (WA), Andy Singleton (RB)
of 22 passes. Once again, senior JaDefense- Chaires Varadin (LB), Willie Halliburton (LB) .
son Wagoner summed up the running
game with 154 yards on the ground.
Then the defense made some big
plays down the stretch capping them
o ff w ith the i nterception from
Barton.

by Sean Ellis

Golf Match-up

souri Baptist Fall
Classic

Miner Match-up

Central Mo. State
at
UMR Miners

$42,000

BEFORE YOU GRADUATE

Orpan & TISSUe

To be an organ and tissue donor, even if you've '
signed something, you must tell your family /lOW
0'
DONATION
so they can carry out your decision later. For 'a .Share),our life. Shareyour decisimi.
free brochure on how to tal k to your family~ call

The Navy 9ffe~ you, as a qualified college ltudent.
the chance to earn up to $42,000 d uring your j unior
and senior years_ And you never hav.e to put on a Navy
u niform until after·gr.aduation. No drills, no summer
obligations. In the Nuclear Propul.lon Officer Candl.
date Program you'U get your , ~ in nuclear power
where nuclear power started. In the Navy_
Mter you graduate, you'll get six months of graduateIcvd engineering education in Orlando, Florida, plus
six months of hands-on en,gineering training at a
nuclear reactor trainer...and more. Just meet these
requirements:
• Have compleled .freshman year, majoring in
engineering, math, science or chemistry.
• Have :a' minimum 3.0 GPA
• Have completed a mathematics sequence through
integral calcu1w_
.
- Have completed one year of calculw-based physics.
-Be a United States citizen,.no mon: than 26~yean
old at time of commissioning.
- Meet Navy's physical standards.

Coalition on Donation

Reminder to all energetic and positive UMR students:
Applications are still being accepted for membership on the

ORIENTATION STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
(OSAC)

Call or visit your Navy representative on ~pw:
Date: 6 Oct 97
Time: 10alll - 3pm

Applications are due in room 204 Norwood Hall
at the end of the day, Friday, September 19, 19~n

Place:

OSAC members are paid student workers for the Center for Personal and Professional
Development '~' i th year long involvement in UMR.'s comprehensive Orientation Program.
~

-
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Miners at. Mis-

Staff Writer

1-800-355-SHARE.
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Career Placement Center
Or Call Today 1-800-777-6289
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Miner Scores & Stats

Miner Football

..':.'

Cross Country
Men's
UMR

Mo. Valley

14

rd l S

19. Ben Mulvaney, 26:05; 26. Matt Hagen, 27:10; 27. Josh Sales,
3. John Sanders,

- 10

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

I

1998.11

opportu
ing 00
withthe
are alse

Wednesday
UMR-1
Columbia College - 4

. DESIR!
ics, eco
cureme

· Saturday.

REQUII
pletion I
tion.

UMR -2
Missouri Valley - 1

Missouri Valley - 1

LOCAl

lOAPF
9,1997

Name:

Miner Schedules

More Fall Sports

Curren

Mine r C.r.o..ss Countr y

. Men's Gol f
Sat. , Sept. 6 · SlUE Twilight (at SIU-Edwardsville)

Fr

Sat., Sept. 13 - Missouri Invitational (at Univ. of Missouri)
Sat. , Sept. 20 - Wisconsin-Parkside Midwest Collegiate (at Wisconsin-Parkside)

Sept. 15-16 - Truman State Fall Classic (at Truman State)

Sat., Sept. 27 - Miner Invitational (at UMR Golf Course)
Sat., Oct. 11 - MissouriIBorder States (at Washington Univ.)

Sept. 25 - Missouri Baptist Fall Classic (at Missouri Baptist)
Sept. 29-30 - UMR Fall Classic (at Piney Valley Golf Course)

Sat. , Oct. 25 - MIAA Championships (at Northwest Missouri State)

Oct. 6-7 - Crossroads of America Tournament(at Missouri Southern)

Sat. , Nov. 8 - NCAA Division II Great Lakes Regional (at Wisconsi n-Parkside)
Sat. , Nov. 22 - NCAA Division II ahampionships (at Wisconsin-Parkside)

Oct. 20-21 - Comfort Inn North/Drury Classic (at Drury)

~
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Beauty & .
Bronze
F ULL SERVICE TANNING & BEA UTY SALON

205 W. 9th Rolla
MON.·FR!. 9·9 • SAT. 9·5 • SUN. 1·5

4 W OLFF BEDS

341-8593

Just because something is old
doesn't mean it isn't valuable.

MONTHL y RATES

I can relate to that. Maybe that's why I'm never in a

& STAND UP BOOTH

AVAILABLE

DONNA JOHNSON/STYLIST

BEHTANY PLASS E/STY LIST · :-iA1L TECH

students get 10% discount with student ID

rush with these old guys. Sanding ·out a dent here and there,
restoring the gears ...soon I'll have all the time in the world
. for. them, just like they have for me. That's the beauty of

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
College sophomores and juniors are invited to apply for the CIA's Student Programs for Summer
1998. The programs are designed to give promising undergraduate and graduate students the
opportunity to gain practical work experience to complement their academic studies. While earning competitive incomes, students will participate in meaningful work assignments commensurate
with their acad'emic training. Housing assistanc~ is provided. Other work programs for students
are also available.
DESIRED MAJORS: Electrical engineering, computer engineering, computer science, mathematics, economics, physics, remote sensing, languages, international studies, logistics/supply/procurement, business administration, geography, accounting and finance.
REQUIRED: US citizenship, a minimum 2.75 GPA following freshman year and successful completion of a medical examination, a polygraph interview and an e)ctensive background investiga-

.

~.

LOCATION: Washington , DC/Northern Virginia area.
TO APPLY: Complete and retllrn the Interest Form below with your resume no later than October
9, 1997. Prompt response is required to ensure consideration for summer 1998 employment. •••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e._ •••••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••

retirement. And now that it's almost here, I'm grateful that I
started planning early -- with U.S. Savings Bonds. I started

CIA INTEREST FORM

buying Savings Bonds when I got my fIrst real job, through a
Name: __________________________~------_Phone:------------------

Payro,lI Savings Plan. I put aside something every payday.
An~Httle by little, it really added up. Bonds are guaranteed

]

Current Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

safe, too, and

earn. interest up to 30 years.

In a few more years, 'you'll fInd me out here in the
workshop more and more, fIxing a hinge or polishing a case.
Fr

So

Jr

Sr

Major: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ GPA: _ _ _ __

I know that there's a lot of life left in 'these old guys. I can
relate to that, too.

University: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-:-_ _ _ _ _ _Grad Date: _ _ _ __

u.s. Savings Bonds. For all the right reasons.

Personnel Representative

'n)

DEPT. RAUMR0997

~

PO Box 741628
Dallas, TX 75374-.1628

i
:

.
:,-4. .. ~

We will respond within,4.5,qays' if

.

th~r.e. i:>.f\)r,tI)Elr, iDtj'lrEls~. :r:h,e. C;;IA.i:> afl,••~qufl!

~e_i Effi,p
· ~6y
~-~~t.~·--~·.-!-·...!-:!.~·..!-.!...·.:!... -"~'1.t~ .~.'
1

.• -.. -.. i.'.~ ••.•• 4.#."., ...·1".~,
•
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Ask your employer or banker about saving with

oppqr!u,n!Iy , . , .

.,.:.l .......... + ...... i'.,

SSAVINGS
~~gl~erica. .BONDS
...... ,..... ·. , .. ·...
1.·, .................. ·t . . . . ~· • • •

~-1' ••• + • • •....... .
A public service of Ihis newspaper
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Comics
That's Jake

- DAVE

by David Miller
ACBOSS
'ce

I~:..."
fill""'''

lj{jsIDIY

chapter
,f\ICrlo- 'ble'
'It'sIntp0s5t

II

aoooer

'·"or..•A,I'
l::"

14"{.DW",":'

fj()ne oflhe
BaidWlflS
16JllinOiscity

J8CJI¢!

ttSCll tment

I

2O:::~lank

'tOQ BRAU \
%T~

S"y I
• %TT
0'
"tOg

TRUE!

by Daryl Cagle

BrutuS
5;
31"Holy
mackerel!"
5"
31Sandra or Ruby ~
31Jncomplete
)5 Three·strand
5:
twining

The Three Basic Principles of Productivity

"No test-drives. We have a
policy."

~ Putlogether

~ Stickysluff
~Datum for

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
SUT'CH, 01 DN'T
,""OUR PARSNTS "T"aLYou Nor TO DRAw

ON THe: WAL-L-S ?

'7'

."

'.@

".

,.

",

,7

'"

"

J

oJ'

"

,.
'

nut

1I1/,tf.1'1/V,1/nE IS 8EX~ L/I(£ .sEX
OAlL~

/ DON'T STI/v'G.

jt)E!plorer
Tasman
II Mimic

.•

'"

MINER ADJUSTMENTS
WIT/I /9 ,/'8~\ ..

Bob Barker
41 Bloodhound, al
times
41Cribnoles?
m:.ffeine·rich

r----------------..r-------------~~

1.

page
4
"
2l'_favor,Senor ,
2lliambwger. e.g. •
26Woody plant?
. 311 Brukfast for
2 1 N~

Gali/eo proved that if "The McLaughlin Group"
host John Mclaughlin, Rush Limbaugh, Barney and
Julio Iglesias are all dropped from the top of a tall
building, they will strike the ground at the same time.

Bye.James
KNOUJ) rf/£I?£ 1$ ONLYON£
EX,PLA/Y/fTiON F()R THAT 6UL "

.

In an effort
publishing
$0.25 fee fl
lopes on 1

Man, WOWI What,
mer.bulI amgladto
,iiliyou-sharingcla
!!Iiviries.

--

P,S. You "migh
with the load

Hamess.

11tinkofa fing
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Diversions
King Crossword

MagicMaze

ACROSS

FORT -

I Practice
pugilism

s

5 HisJory
chapter

E A X T Q NG J G C Z W T

Q N J L G X 0 N A X U R 0 L

8 Puerto 2 "It's Impossible"
crooner
.3 Sailor
4 "Zounds!"

GDAAEO

X V S P N K

F

G C A U X N V 0 S Q 0 L

:5One ofthe

Baldwins
16 D1inois city
18 Caused
resentment
!a Word on an
ot1lerwise blank
page

H E

eGA 0 N K Y X V T R P N L
"Take my advice. Leave it
on the street with the keys
in it."

H F A E 0 BRA Y X V T R P 0
M K B R

11 Nosh

~2" - favor, Seoor"I=-t-_f-_t-_
23 Hamburger, e.g.
~6 Woody plant?
30 Breakfast for
Brutus
II "Holy
8 Amendment
recession?
mackerel!"
9"- Rhytlun"
32 Sandra or Ruby 53 Unadorned
54 George B\lrns
10 Give a hoot
33 Incomplete
accessory
portrayal
II Probability
36 Three-strand
55 Benefit from '
17 Have more than 37 JFK's chair
twining
39 Midas' downfall
planting
a hunch
38 Put together
40 Baby carriage
DOWN
19 Deposit
39 Sticky stuff
41 Post-bout garb
I Fistfight
22 Dog's dog
4OD.tum for
42 Douglmut shop
23 Soft drink
memento
Bob Barker
43 This c1uw has
24 Ms. Gardner
43 Bloodhound, at 2 Silent actress
one
25 Pitch
Ne gri
times
44 Honshu seaport
3 Congregational 26 Scale member
47 Crib notes?
27 Mrs. McKinley 45 Exile isle
49 Caffeine-rich
cry
46-File
28 Niihau
4 Missile
nut
48 Gladstone,
neckpiece
SO Explorer '
5 Heron's cousin
for one
29 Started the
Tasman
6 Cross
trick
51 Mimic
7 Elementary
31 Bankroll

BZ

ENE W G S H H ' E 0

X 0 B G E W T R STU T R

Q 0 N A L 0 H L E M R
S N

--

G

~~

..

-'------

L L 0 C Y F 0 U M L D C

A Y X E W 0 M v 'w T S S

L B

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally. '
Benning
Bliss
Bragg
Collins

Dix
Dodge
Knox
Lauderdale

Lee
McHenry

Smith
Sumter

Myers
Sill

Wayne

"Follow that fish!'
Copyri ght 1997
King Features Syndicate

d

Campus Gossip
In an effort to alleviate the pain and suffering caused by the typing and
publishing of the Campus Gossip, The Miner has decided to charge a
$0.25 fee for every gossip submissiQn to The Miner. There are envelopes on The Miner Submission Box outside the office in 103A Nor"I'm sorry, Mr. Provolone, "We have to be rea l quiet.
wood Hall. Thank you for your understanding,
I'm taking my nap." but we'll need. more than
TJ Staff--

Matt, Wow! What a wonderful summer, but I am glad to b, back dpwn her
with you--sharing classes, dinners, and
activities.
Love, Nata lie
P. S. You "might" have to help rne
w ith the load and wedding.

Rachel ,
I am sure you'l l look great in lilac
and silver, won't you?
Natalie

making me feel at home!
Your !-I RA

'Business is' business' for
the Line 5 entry."

Solutions
Lari,
Just wanted to say yo u are a great
roommate, .
Natalie

Harness,
Think of a finger and a nose!
.
Schottel

You're the BEST! Thanks for

Rollamo Edi tors,
T hanks for all th e help you've
been. Keep it up and we'll make a
GREAT book!
Na ta lie
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Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.
And don 't , worry about the time or the distance.
If you li ve off campu s, choose AT&T Long D ista nce a nd sign up for AT&T
O ne Rat e. Fre e. Yo u'll al so get a free one -year members hip to Student
Ad va ntage "- the larg e st student d isco unt program e ver.
• AT&T One Rat e : on ly 15 ¢ a mi nut e o n ca ll s fro m ho me - to a nybo dy,
a nyti me , anyw here in t he U.S .
• St ude nt Adva nt age: us e your ca rd to get spec ia l offers a nd up to 50% off
every day at th o usa nd s o f yo ur favor ite ne ighborhood pl aces a nd natio nal
spo nsors- like Kin ko's. Towe r Record s' a nd

Amtrak~

Live off c a mpu s? Get AT&T One Rate
and a Student Adv a n t age members hip. FREE .

Cal l
o r

vi s it

1-800 -878-3872
www .at t.com /co l l ege / np . htm l

. !

It's all

with n your

ATs.T

reach
. -
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Unleash big savings. AT&T presents the
largest student discount program ever. FREE .
Ch oos e AT&T. And we'l l give you a free one-year Student Advantage
m emb ership. U se yo ur card to get special offers and up to 50% off eve ry

~ AT&T

day at thousands of your favorite nei ghbo rhood places and national sponsors
like these:
.A

'V .. ••

I
•

. . . . . . c ••

PEARiEVis/ON

....... c-./.,I ........ _ _

~mc.

M©bil'
MOTOPHOTO

TH E A T RE S

TheEx~"oceMalislbeOrtlere.:f

~
kinko·s'.

~.

Greyho~d

III

Choose AT&T.
Get a Student Advantage membership. FREE.

Call
or

visit

1-800-878-3872
www .a tt . com / college / np . html

It's
..;-.!::~ .
Student Advantage offer valid (or AT&T ResidentJal Long Distance.
AT&T Calling Card and AT&T Unr..oersal Card (Un~ (f;) 1997 AT&T

all

within

your

reach .

AT.T
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Library
from page 1

T IAA- CREF.

P rove n
Sol utions

To Last
a lifet i me.

We take a lot of pride in gaining

The distances between shelves at the Curtis Laws VVilson Library
currently ranges from 32 to 36 inches, a difference of 8 to 12 inches
which will tni.nslate into losing about one shelf for every three now in
UMR's library.
Roughly 160,000 ofthe library's 450,000 volumes will have to be
removed. The books will not really be lost however, but will be
relocated to a storage building in Columbia were they will be accessible'
within 24 to 48 hours.
"The books will still be available," Eisenman stresses, "we are not
throWing them in the dumpster or having a bonfire."
The repository itself is designed to store a high density of books
at low cost. Books are arranged by size rather than call number to take.
advantage of all available space. A computer system keeps track of
where each book is and a hydraulic driven machine will retrieve
requested books from the 30 foot tall shelves before 'they are shipped
toUMR.
To select which books would go to the repository and which would
stay on UMR shelves, library workers used a combination of age and
frequency of use as criteria Books older than 10 years which have only
been checked out once, or books older.than 30 years which have been
checked out only twice are all being sent to the repository.
The library's computer system stores information about the check
out frequency and age of each book. About 100,000 entries from ine old
computer system, retired in June 1996, had to be entered into the new
system by hand. Library personnel have been w~rking on the job since
last May.

high marks from the m ajor rating
services. But the fact is, we're
equally proud of the ratings we
get in the m ail every day from
our participants. Because at
TIAA-CREF, ensuring the financial futures of the education and
research community is something
that goes beyond stars and
numbers. So from traditional
and variable annuities to life
insurance and personal savings
plans, you'll find we provide
the right choices -and the
dedication -to help you achieve
a lifetime of financial goals. The
rating services back us up. So

To receive a free Personal
Investing Kit, including charges
and expenses, plus our variable
annuity prospectuses, call us at
1 800 226-0147. Please read them
carefully before you invest or
send money.
www.tiaa-<ref.org

Short Term Inconvenience, Long Term Improvements.
This will be the first major renovation of the Curtis Laws Wilson
Library since the building was completed in 1968. There may be short
term inconveniences, but they will lead to long term Improvements.
The project should be finished by the time students return for fall
semester 98. Overall they can expect to find a more pleasing and
welcoming environment for research and study.
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&wI
·Will Chamberlai
Arecord for mosl poir
lthlOO. lnthesarne 196:
eretOrd for mosl free
ewith 28. The latte
~in 1984 byAdrian D1
-Gordie Howe hol(
flOOSlNHLgamesplay,
26seasons
·The Bo~on Celtic
1(lIl~ baskelball tilles,

Qleilianthel~ers,wh.

min ilie runniog
·ArchieGriffinisth
liuve won ilfeHeisman 1
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!IRA Pro Stock Nati~na
~ps, Wlth 10
Well, that about .,
. knowledge of sporti
Inexi week, keep sho
. Any qUestionl, COl
~llons or ideas, e-I

I

~.edu
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"

' Source:; Morningstar. Jnc. June 1997. Momlngstar IS an mdependent service tha t lews mutual funds and varIable annUlllas. The top 10'l!. of funds In an Investment category receIve hve SI.8!S and the
next 225'lroreceive fOUl stars, Morningstar proprl8truy lOungs reflect histoncal /Lsk-adjusted pellermance. and are S\lbJ8Ct to change avery month. They me calculated from the account's thr ee-. hve-, and

ten-yea r overage annual roturns

In

excess of 9Ck:1ay Treasury bill retums WIth apPiOpnata fee adjustments. and a nsk factor that renects performance below 90-day T·bIU returns The overaU star

Jatlngs referred \.0 above 8 18 MommgsUII'S published raongs, wh ich ale weighted avmages of its thlee-. tlve-, and tcn-year ratings fOI

for each of the periods ale
Period

J.Year
5-Year
10-Year

CREF Stock
Account
Star Rating/Number
of Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4/ 1,423

4/924
, 4/ 441

CREF Bond
Market AC!EQ!.H!t
Star Raung/ Number
of FIXed Income
Accounts Rated
4/ S66
4/ 364
N/ A

CREFSodal

periods ending June 3D, 1997. The sepal8te (unpublished) latmgs

CREF Global

Cbo!c:e~unt

~!n!iY e. A~!EQunt

Star Rating/ Number
of Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
4/ 1.423
4/ 924
N/ A

Star Rating/ Number of
International Equity
Accounts Rated
5/274
5/158
N/ A

CREF Equity
l!]dtPc Ag;oun,
Star Rating/ Number of
Domestic Equity
Accounts Rated
5/ 1.423

W;~

CREFGrcwtb
~

Star Rating/ Number of
Domestic EquLty
Accounts Rated
5/ 1.423
N/ A
N/ A

un - top latlngs are ba5ed o n TIM's oxceptlonallil\8ndal strcngth, clairns.paylng ability and overall o perating performance, ••• Source: DALBAR, loe.. 1995, CR~F celtllicates 8Ie distributed by

TlAA..cR£F Individual and Institutional Services, For tnore complete Information, Including charges and expenses, please read the CREF PtOSpectUB o/l e led abovll, Read It carefully beforc ~ou
invest 01 send money,

7, 1997
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ingin Illinois (Motto: We aren ' t happy of com could talk?)
Three g uys from Gainesville,
until you fall asleep at the wheel). I can
Despite the short-comings of my
Florida getting together mak ing music
U 0
be driving past flat com fields, and my radar detector, ]' m still ticket-free. This
and making it big really doesn't sound
. detector will beep frantically as if try- may be due to the fact that I can' t afford from page 7
like muc~ io talk about, but after hear71".988
ingtowammeaboutsomestalkofcom a faster car because I'm paying so much
rt. I don't exacily know why it does
that is emitting K-band radio wa~es.
for insurance. It may also be because ies aj igglin' made watching the crowd ing the album and learning what they
but it does come in handy when Heaven forbid I not have my detector my car can ' t go much faster than 75 almost as much fun as watching the had to go through to get where they are
' looking for a 20 acre-size Super and I should get pulled over by one of mph and can no longer truly "speed" band. I don't have an LJ album, but I now is simply awesome. The group
I-Mart. Man, those are hard to ~jJot these law-enforcing com stalks.
due to the raised speed limit. What- would have to say that I am going to started out as a fi ve piece called For
dang if they aren ' t dangerous!
Me: "Uh, is there a problem of- ever the case may be, let me leave you order one just from seeing them live, so Squirrels, but that was unfortunately
Basically, my radar detector sits ficer?"
.with this thou- 000, my new Car and that should say something to people out disrailed when' a Car accident took the
my dash board and beeps randomly
Stalk of Com: (Duh, itdoesn'tsay Driver is here! Whoa, the new Trans there. I am not just a hard core metal lives of their original lead singer and
about 30 seconds. Even when driv- anything. What made you think a stalk Am versus the Endeavor space shuttle! head that writes a lot of nonsense ... just bass player. Recuperating from injua little.
ries and the loss of their buddies, they
It was approximately 10 p.m. and got themselves motivated and formed
Two things could happen. One, your
Live had finally taken stage. The crowd - Subrosa and compiled this album with
roommate will wake up and kick you
was screaming, going nuts and doing all new stuff.
in the shins and it will be a kick in the
from page 7
'Ompage 10
all that getting pumped up stuff that .
The album has a definite REM
n8- I 929 season, the most for the "Life' s a Witch." She could have shins day. Two, you ' ll see your repeople do when seeing a band they feel to it but has that certain rawness
flection in the mirror and laugh at
HL
.
really like.
.
also been referring to that one, but how silly you look, and it will be a
similar to that of Social Distortion.
-Buick holds the speed record at
remember we' re trying to stay on the good day because you started out
Live played songs from all their The album is loaded with 13 songs that
,e Indianapolis 500 with driver
albums, but the main mix was from have that happy trot aroupd the room
more sunny, positive side of the spec- laughing at yourself. OK, one was a
oberto Guerrero driving 232.482 mph
trum. I believe every day is a kick! I little negative so we'll spice it up a
Throwing Copper. I guess mainly cuz music to the hard core grindage on the
11 992
try to enjoy something about each little ... your roommate will wake up
it was one of their better albums; either guitar sound.
-The sport of lai Alai has the
way, I knew or heard all the songs they
There aren't any songs on the
day. Soinetim~, the only part ofthe and you'll have a teenage mutant
ISles! play with ball speeds exceeding
played and couldn 't get over how awe- album that are just hard speed metal, so
day I like is going:to bed, but, hey, it' s ninja turtle thing going on in your
80 miles per hour
some they sounded compared to the don ' t mix that up with power chords on
something to look forward to! Sure, room. This will also be funny, so
-Moses Malone holds the NBA
' I have the kick in the butt days, but once again you'll have a good day!
CD. Music-wise they were almost tjle guitar being played chaotically. The
:cord for most free throws in a career
identical, but down to singing, vocals first song creeps into a cool funk riff
those are good days too. They are
If you don ' t like that I idea, I
'ith 8,531
were shifted, but I rarely hear a singer which melds its way into that happy
telling me to stop being lazy and suggest waking up and thinking posi-Monica Seles became the youngthat sings the same way every ,time. music for which REM is so known for.
study. Even the kicks to the face,
tively. Something good is bound to
~ female tennis player to win the AusSongs like "Lightning Crashes," "All The way that the album is put together
although painful, are helpful.
happen even if it's just being able to
-alian Open in 1991 at the age of 17
Over You" and "Shittown" were in my is great because they have a few songs
I'll tell you ' what... in order to go back to sleep! Once again, may
-Darryl Dawkins was the first
oginion the best songs played that night. that sound a bit of the same, but they
stay positive for the rest of the week, the flower be with you! lust kidding!
IBA player to break the backboard
'The stage effects, large gothic columns space them out so you don't sit there
as soon as .you wake up, jump out of Have a wonderful week andjust think
-Don Mattingly hit six grand
spaced across the st age and vari-Iights wondering if you just heard the last
bed, give a great big karate kick and everyday is a new day to make your• lams in the 1987 season, the most ever
made the stage show fun and exciting song over again.
yell real loud, "Every day' s a kick!" self and those around you happy!
or a single season
The song "Rollercoaster" is pretty
to watch.
-Frank Selvy of Furman scored
The show ended close to mid- cool with its rhythm similar to that of
1goals on February 13, 1954, the most
night. This was definitely one of the the "Munster' s" theme song .... but way
ver for an NCAA basketball game
. best shows I have seen all summer. I more complicated and has a lot more
-Darryl Sitter of the Toronto
am really happy I got to see them at . going for it then Herman stomping on
~aple Leafs holds the NHL record for
.. Ar.... Ch ..rit/es"
Riverport, but could only imagine what the ground. Track three is one of the
1051 point in a game With 10
they sounded like when they played at slow ballad type songs that is almost an
-Don Shula has made the most
the American Theatre·in downtown St. industry standard for an y album out
Sponsors of Casino Night and The Fre_shman of the Year
,ead coaching appearances in the SuLouis. I think an intimate concert with nowadays. It's a great song, but deti- .Scholarship
oerBowl
a big band is something that everyone nitely not one of my favs.
-Wilt Chamberlain holds the
"Here" is the most REM sounding ,
needs to experience. My sugge.stion to
~BA record for most points in a game
all is that next time Live hits your area, song on the album ... so check this out
vith 100. In the same 1962 game he set
break do.wn and crack open the Piggy first. The album works its progressivehe record for most free throws in a
bank and go check them out...excellent ness into more upbeat tempos and foot
:ame with 28. The latter record was
tapping rh ythms. I really likethe song
show.--limbob
ied in 1984 by Adrian Dantley.
CD Reviews:
"Buzzard." I am sure people will start
-Gordie Howe holds the record
•• All Reviews are on a 10 point scale ' hearing the song on the radio mainly
or most NHL games played with 1924
(10 being MTV Moon Man, I being a due its coolness or just because I said I
n 26 seasons
like it. Either way, make requests for
Moon Pie)
-The Boston Celtics have wone
it. My overall opinion on the album is
-Subrosa
he most basketball titles, 16 which is 5 _
a definite thumbs up. The album was
New Bet the Devil Your Head
narc than the L.akers, who are number
released mid-summer, so you shouldn' t
Sony Music
.wo in the running
have a problem getting it from your
Performance: 7
-Archie Griffin is the only player
local specialty music store.
Sound Quality: 7
:0 have won the Heisman Trophy rwice,
lnve in 1974 and again in 1975
$~50
-Bob Glidden has won the most
I/HRA Pro Stock National Champion;hips, with 10
Well, that about ·exhausts my
vast knowledge of sporting trivia, so
JOtii next week, keep shooting.
Any question~, comments, suggestions or id eas, e- mail . me at
selJis@umr.edu
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FR£SHMAN OF THE YEAR·
- INTERVIEWS
2 Scholarships to be awarded:

1 -' $250 - Mille
- Female
1-

Let us reward you for an outstanding
first year at UMR
Applications Can be picked up at the
ticket window in University Center West.
Or call 368 - 5303
Deadline for entries is '

Monday October 6, 1997
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M ANAGEMENTCONSULTING
OPPORTUNITIES

I'l>WlL\RD COR/ORATI
F08ax37

Ir.!<o,GA31MI
Ar:l;.Ms.LaineDrebu,Hu
v.p.r....tBM Millm<

I!\itt MJNMET

They're in touch, in transit and in demand .. . on-site, on-line and,on-the-

MEET WITH ERNST & YOUNG
ON CAMPUS

move .. . improving Qusinesses, envisioning future tec~nolOgies and' dri- '
ving change .' . . thinking outside the box, d~igning soiutions an d deljVering ,
• .

r

value to customers.

University of Missouri .- Rolla
Industrial Career Day 9/25
Intervi ews 10/22

Ir....wp:

~Available: MiDllI'l

Pi£liImLcc.atilli; Gord«l,l

l)r...dliDt(orsubmittincrtSt

roEIIMOlllRCOMPANY
P08aJ:16'211Qua1i1}' ..

"""".wrc...",N9A

They're Emst & Young Management Consultants, and they're going places making a global impact in one of the most dynamic fields:of the 90s and

AmcIi<,P.s..uG.:eskr,
o.,.r...J:BM Mioim.
lIl;n: RLEC EM.IN Ml

GrdDItes: I2970.;ssOi9S

a......: US/P""

P<liliooAvaillb!e: Inf~rm8t

P. L:atiOll.: VlriOUl

De.:lineforsulnnittinlresu

beyond.

r..
.........

RECRUI'I'MlIN!'MEg

- As an Emst & Young Management Consultant, you'll help companies from
Fortune 1,OOO 'giants to Silicon Valley start-ups explore new strategies, meth-

we'll put all the strength of our industry-leading organization behind your own
delivering ideas and solutions from 89 offices worldwide, we provide an
aod learn with a proven leader in today's business,

E!I ERNST & YOUNG LLP
Em.u & YiJU,;g

GmDlll:S:lm05%0798

u.p,,an l'qUlJl oppummi[y ~mpillya, tullle., rk eli,omiry uf OUT WllfkflJTCC and ck knouoltds.'t of flur t>eupk .

--'----Employment
Full-Time '

MOTOROLA· CELLULAR GROUP
Method: PRS·OPEN
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~5~~~~~e;c:l~~94
Interview Date: . 10113

AMOCO OIL COMPANY
M"~od : PRS·OPEN
pO Box 60879. 1340 Poy
Interview Date: 10113. 10114
NewOd..... LA 70150
AltD: Mr. John O. Hoffman. Deepwater Technology Di.rct
[)epM Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.950
101.;0":
CHE CNL ELEC GEE MECH PETR
Grad D.tes: 1297 0598 0798
CiIileD>hiP:

Posicion Available: Full-Time
Posicion Location: Information Dot available
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 22

pRE.RECRUITMENT MEETING: Sunday, Oct 12 . 6:00 p.m.- 204 McNutt Hall
BAXTER HEALTHCARE CORP
1901 fliIbway 201 North

Method: PRS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10114, 10115

Mountain Home. AR 72653
Atto: Mr. Stephen Smith. Assistant H.R. Manager
I}eJree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
CHE ELEC EMAN MECH CMPS CHEM
Grad Date9:1297 0598 0798

CitiunshiP:
. .
Position Available: Project Engr; Manufacturing Supervisor
Position Location: Mtn. Home. AR
Deadline for 8u~mitting resumes: September 23
CONTECH CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS INC.
Method: PRS·OPEN
1001 Grove Street
Interview Date: 10114
Middletown, OR 45044
Attn: Mr. Michae1J. Ongkiko. Human Resources
Depoe Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
CNL
Grad D.tes:0597 0797 1297
CiCileMhip: USlPerm
PoIition Available: Sales Engineers
PoIitioa Location: Nationwide
Deldline for submitting resumes: September 23
PRE.RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, Oct 13.6:00 p.m.· 201 No~ood Hall

esc CONSULTING
Method: PRS·OPEN
1801 Park 270 Drive Su
Intel"Vi.ew Date: 10/14
SU.ouis. MO 63146
Attn: Ms. Linda Bersch. Recruitment Manager
Depoe Leyel: B M Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majon:
ENGA&S
Grad Dates:0597 1297 05980798
CilUeMhip: US Only
Position Available: A.1.sociate Consultants
Position Location: St. Louis, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 23
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. Oct 13 - 6:00 p.m.- 212 McNutt Hall
WWW.csc.oom
ENGELHARD CORPORATION
Method: PRS·OPEN
PO Box 37
Interview Date: 10102
Gordon.OA 31031
Attn: Ms. Laine Dreher. Human Resourses Rep.
Degree Level: B M MinimUm GPA: 2.950
MIN MET
M';ors:
Grad Dates:1297 0598 0798
Citiunship:
Position Available: Mining Engr; Mineral Process Engr.
Position Location: Gordon,' GA
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 18

Attn : Ms. Anne Risinger, Staffing
Degree Level: B M. Minimum GPA 2.750
Majors:
ELEC MECH CMPS
Grad Dates:1297 0598 0798
Citnensbip:
.
Position Available: Information available in 30 1 Norwood.Hall
Position Location :
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 22
www.mot.oom
MOTOROLA ·.ClG
Method.: PHS·OPEN
1156 Shure Drive
lnter:vi.ew Date: 10113
Arlington Height, IL 60004
Attn: Ms. Becky Banz.haf, Manager. Univer. Relations
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors:
ELEC
Grad Dates:1297 0598 0709
Citiunship: USfPerm
Position Available: Electrical Engineer
Position Location: Open to relocation
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 22
www.cig.mot.com
MOTOROLA· SEMICONDUCT
Method: PRS·OPEN
One Texas Center MD-BL 1
Interview Date: 10113
Austin, TX 78704· 1294
Attn: Mr. Rodney Gee
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
CMPS ELEC EMAN MECH
Majol'S:
Grad Dates:1297 0598 0798 Citiunship: USfPerm
Position Available: Information not available
Position Location:
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 22
www.mot.com
MOTOROLA·ADVANCED MESSAGING
Method: PRS.QPEN
5401 North Beach Stree
Interview Date: 10113
Ft. Worth. TX 76137
.
Attn: Mr, James Freer, S t.af6.ng Adm.ini.strator
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Mejors:
ELEC CMPS
Orad Oates: 1297 0598 0798
. Citizenship: USJPerm
Position Available: Software Engr; Electrical Engr.
Position Location: Fort Worth, TX
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 22
www.mot.com
ORACLE CORPORATION
Method: PRS·OPEN
1100 Abernathy Road # 1
Interview Date: 10110
Atlanta, GA 30328
Attn: Ms. Deborah Little, Administrator
Degree Levef: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majo,":
CHE AMTH ELEC CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297
Citizenship:
Position Available: Technical Sales Consultant Trainee
Position Location: Nationwide
Deadline for submitting resume: September 19
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thurs. Oct. 9·7:00 p.m .· 212 McNutt Hall
Information on position available in 30 1. Norwood Hall
www .olrac1e.com

FORIlMOTOR COME'ANY
Method: PRS·OPEN
PO Box 1627 I Qualit.y
Interview Date: IOP3
Windsor, ONT Canada N9A 6X3
Attn: Mr. P. Scott Gegesky. Site Manager Windsor Operat.
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 3.250
Majors:
ELEC EMAN MECH
Grad Dates:1297 0598 0798
Citit.enship: USlPerm
Position Available: Information avllilable in 301 Norwood Hall
Position Location: Various
Deadline for submitting re!umes: Septem.ber 22
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Sunday. Oct 12 - 5:30 p.m ..The Gallery·UCE
vnr.rw.ford.com

Method : PRS ·OPEN
RAYTHEON E SYSTEMS· G
2364 Merritt
Interview Date: 10/ 14
Garla nd , ~TX 75041 .
.
I
Attn : Ms. Reba Carroll. College Relation's
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2-:750
Majors:
ELEC CMPS
Grad Dates:1297 0598 0798
Citizenship:
Position Available: Software Engineer
Position Location: Garland, TX
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 23
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. Oct 12·6:30 p.m.·Missouri Room
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
www.ti.com

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Method: PRS·OPEN
Tbl! American Road· Road
lnterview Date: 10113. 10/ 14
Dearborn, MI 48121·2053
Attn: Mr. Dan SveUer, Campus ~iting Manager
Decree Leyel: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 .
Majors:
AERO CHE ELEC MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 07
Citiunship: USJPerm
Position Available: Wormation available in 301 Norwood. Hall
PoIition Location: Mieb.ipn &: other U.s. Locations
Deadline for aubmittinC ruumes: September 22
f'RE.RECRUITMENT MEETING: SllDdAy. Oct 12 ·5:30 p.m .•The Gallery·UCR
......lord.oom

RAYTHEONIE· TEXAS INS
Method: PRS·OPEN
PO Box 655303 MS 8319
Interview Date: 10115
Dallas, TX 75243
Attn: Ms. JoAnne S batto.-University Relations
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: · 2.000
ELEC CMPS AMTH PHYS
Majors:
Orad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship:
"
Position Available: Various Engineers
Position Location: DaUa.s. TX
Deadline for submitting resumes: &ptember 23
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday. Oct. 13 . 6:00 p.m.- Miasouri Room.
In{ormation OIl position available in 30 1 Norwood Hall

IN'\'EVAC. INC
Method:-PRs.OPEN
. 3550 Buaett Stleet
Interview Date: 1011 •• 10115
San.. C\ara, CA 915054
Atta: Nt. &Ie Schwancla. Director Human Retou.rcea
0..,.. Level; B M PhD Miiimum GPA: 2.6M
1Iajon:
&LEC MEeH CMPS PAYS MET CRR
GtW! D....:G597 11970598 0798 '
~:
_
Available: bIIonaatiao

00<_

_
1Aatioa: CaIil'onUa
_
SCHEDULE WILL BE SET UP FROM RESUMES COLLECTED AT CAREER FAIR ON
'I1IIlIISDAY. S8P'I'KNIIER 25 AT mE MUL11·PURPOSB BUILDING.
PU-1IRCIU1\'nIENT MEETING:
Oct 13.6:30 p ..... 216 Md/ut1 Hall

_day.

KlEWrl'MINING GROUP
w.tIoooI: PlIS.QPEN
1'0 Boo 12
lAtemew Date: 1011.
_
. MT 59025
.
AWl: Mr. BaI> B.....ucb. Employee 8elationa Manq.,

Derroe Level! B

WiAimum GPA: 2.000

1Iajon:
C\VL MIN
Orad. Oater.1291 0598 0798
Ciliaeubip: USIP....
Po.itioa. Available: Eatry Level Encineer
...._ 1Aatioa: T...., Wyominc; Moo"",.
DeacIline Cor-IUbmittin.C ruumes: September 22

www.tl.com

•

RAYTHEONIE SYSTEMS·GREENVIU.Il
Method: PRS.QPRN
Majors Field PO Box 60
Interview Date: 1011 •

Oreea.ville. TX 75-403
AWl: Mr. o.;,bt WiLltino, StaflinC B..,....ntaave
Derroe Level: B M MUrimum GPA: 2.7150
Majora:

AERO ELEC MECH CMPS

Gna 0....: 1197 0598 0798

'

Cia.....lUp:
Pooltion Available: AaoocUote!!aciDeu
po.atioD LocatiGa: Gn!ea.ville. TX
Doadliae r.r
s...tember 13

aulIiaium. .........:

PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: _day. Oct 13 . 6:30 p.m.· _ r i Boom
la!onaatioo OIl poIitioe ava.ilabl.e, in 301 Norwood HaD
.
.......t:i..com

Pa~. 22

____________

M~uriMUner --------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------

RAYTIiEONIE SYSTEMS·WACO
M.thod, PRS·OPEN
7a,QO MHhr Road
Interview Dale: 10114
WKO. TX 76705

Attn: Mr. Peter Oo\owlto. Employmut-Staffin,
DepH \AYe!, B Minimum GPk 2.950
Majon,
AERO ELEC MECH
Gnid Data: 1297 0598 0798
. Ci....o.ohip'
Position Available: AMociate Eop.
Position Location: Waco, Tx
Deadline (or submiUinr resumes: September 23
PJtE..RECRtnTMENT MEETING: Monday, Oct...l3· 6:30 p.m.·Missouri Room
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
www.ti.com
THE SUMMIT GROUP
M.thod, PRS·OPEN
4215 Ed.i.son Lakes Park
Interview Date: 10/14
Mishawaka, IN 46545
Attn: Ms. Bridget A. Lees, Reauiting Coordinator
Degree Level: B M Minimum OPA.: 2.750
Maj""
CHE ELEC ClVL MECH CMPS MGTS PHYS
Grad Date.!: 1297 0598 0798
Citiz.enship: USlPenn
Position Available: Consultant
Position Location: Unknown
Deadline for submitting res umes: September 22
PRE:RECRIDTMENT MEETING: Monday, Oct 13·7:00 p.m.-20B Norwood Hall
www.s ummitgroup.com
Method: PRS-OPEN
TRINITY CONSULTANTS, INC
1280 1 N Central Expw Suite 1200
Interview Date: 10/14
Dallas . TX 75243
Attn: Ms. Amy Monroe, Recruiter
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 3.350
Majors:
CHE CIVL MECH CMPS
Grad Dates:1297 0598 0798
Citizenship :
Position Available: Consultant; Technology Cons ultant
Position Location: Nationwide
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 23
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, Oct 13 - 7:00 p .m.-Silver & Gold Room
www.trinityconsultants.com

Summer
AMOCO OIL COMPANY
Method: PRS-OPEN
PO Box 50879. 1340 Poy
Interview Date: 10/13 , 10114
New Orlea ns, LA 70150
Attn: Mr. John G. HolIman, Deepwater Technology Dirct
Must be at lest Sophormore level Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
CHE CIVL ELEC GEE MECH PETR
Citizenship :
Position Available: Summer Intern
Position Location: Information not available
Deadline for .submitting resume: September 22
- PRE.RECRUITMENT MEETING: Sunday, Oct 12 - 6:00 p.m.- 204 McNutt Hall
FORD MOTOR COMPANY Method: PRS-OPEN
The American Road - Road
Interview Date: iOll4
Dearborn, M1 48121-2053
Attn: Mr. Dan Svelier, Campus Recruiting Manager
Must be Junior or Senior Level Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
AERO CHE ELEC MECH
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Summer Intern
Position Location: Southeastern Michigan
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 22
PRE·RECRUITMENTMEETING: Sunda.y, Oct. 12 - 5:30 p.m.-The Gallery
www.ford_com
Method: PRS·OPEN
INTEVAC. INC
Interview Da te: 10114 , 10115
3550 Bassett Stree t
Santa Clara. CA 95054
Attn: Ms. Sue Schwanda, Director Human Resources
Must be Sophomore or Junior Level Minimum GPA: 2.650
Majors:
ELEC MECH CMPS PHYS MET CER
Citizenship:
Position Available: Summer Intern
Position Location: California
SCHEDULE WlLL BE SET UP FROM RESUMES COLLECTED AT CAREER FAIR ON
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 25 AT THE MULTI·PURPOSE BUILDING.
PRE-RECRUITMENT-MEETING : Monday, Oct 13 - 6:30 p.m.- 216 McNutt H~
MOTOROLA · CELLULAR GR
Method, PHS · OPEN
5555 North Beach Stree
Interview Date: 10113
Ft. Worth. TX 76137·2794
Attn : Ms. Anne Risinger. Staffing
Must be at least Junior level Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors:
ELEC MECH CMPS
Citizenship :
Position Available: Information available in 301 Norwood Hall
Position Location :
Deadline for submitting resumes: September 22
www.mot.com

Co-Op
Company: Advanced Ci.rcuitJy Div-Litton Sy~. Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 09130
Majors: MECH CHE ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Senior Junior standing;
Sign-up released 9/16197 Deadline 9123197 8AM
WORK LOCATION, SPRINGFIELD. MO
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
TITLE· ENGINEERING. ASSISTANT
webpage address - littonacdipe.com
Company: AI{ Steel
Sign·up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 10127
Majors: CHE ELEC MECH EMAN MET
Minimum OPA:_2.450 Must be Junior Senior ~tanding.
Sign·up released 10/6197 DEADUNE 10/13197 8AM
WORK LOCATION, MIDDLETOWN. OHIO
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Company: Aluminum Co. of America
Date ofInterview: 10/07
Majors: ELEC
USlPerm
Minimum GPA 2.350 Mwt be Sophomore Junior ,tanding.
Sign-up released 9/16/97 Deadline 9123197 8am
Work Location: Davenport, Iowa
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND/OR MAY 1998
45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS

Comper.y: American Cyanlllllid Company
Sip-up Method: Open
Date of Interview:: 09126
Majora: CHE CHEM CMPS
Minimum OPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomon: Junior Senior stanctin,.
Sip-up released 9112197 Dudline: 9119196 SAM
Work Loc.tiOD: HllDnibal. Missouri
start 1st co-op work aession JANUARY 1998 '
PM INTERVIEWS ONLY
Company: Am.sted Industries

Sip-up Method: PRS-OPEN

. nate ofll'lttrview: 10107
Majors: EMAN
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Mu,t be Sophomore Junior Senior standiD,.
Sign-up released 9116197 Deadline 9123197 SAM
Work location: Sedalia, Missouri
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
AMSTED WlLL HAVE AN INFORMATION DROp·IN Tuesday. SEPT 23.
FROM IIAM . IPM. ANYONE INTERESTED IN AMSTED INDUSTRIES
CAN STOP BY FOR MORE INFORMATlON.UCE MISSOURI ROOM
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Company: Ashland Petroleum Company
Date or Interview: 09126
Majors: CHE CIVL ELEC MECH CHEM
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 MUst be Freshman Sophomore standing.
Sign-up released 915197 sign-up posted_ Deadline 9112197 8AM
Work Location: Catlettsburg, Ke ntucky
Assist in conducting environmental, health and safety compliance
reviews orracilities, site visits. assist in compiling review
reports, operate tracking sys tem ; and reviewing proposed legislation.
s tart 1st co-op work session Jan uary 1998.
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Company: Baxter Healthcare
Date of Interview: 10/13
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN MECH CHEM
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9122/97 DEADLINE- 9129197 8AM
Work Loca tion . Mountain Home, Arkansas
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
BAXTER IS REQUIRING EACH STUDENT TO PICK UP A BROCHURE AND READ IT
BEFORE INTERVIEW AND ~OOK AT ANNUAL REPORT.
Company: BHP Minerals
Sign:up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/28
Majors : MET eRE
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/7197 DEADLINE 10/14'(978AM
WORK LOCATION , RENO. NEVADA
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 '
INFO"RMATION MEETING ON OCTOBER 27 • DETAILS ANNOUNCED LATER
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Company: Cargill Incorporated
Date of Interview: 10116
Majors: CHE MECH
USlPenn
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior stancfu)g.
Sign-up released 9/24197 DEADLINE 10/2197 , 8AM
Work location~ Midwest
~
INFORMATION MEETING SCHEDULED FOR OCTOBER 13. 1997 7·8PM
MARK TWAIN ROOM. UCE
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MA Y/JUNE 1998
NOT A SuMMER JOB· CO·OP POSITIONS
Company: Catefllillar
- Sign-~p Meth~:
Date of Interview: 10/30
I
Majors:
Minimum GPA: Must b~
slanding.
.
Sign-up released 1019197 DEADUNE 10/16197
WORK LOCATION, PEORIA. ILLINOiS
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANuARY 1998
DETAILS ANNOUNCED LATER

Co~~~;~~ I~~rr;:;e;~1~;;:on

Sign;up M.ethod: PRS-OPEN

Majors: ELEC CMPS MGTS AMTH
Minimum GPA 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/18197 Deadline 9126197 SAM
Work Location: Kansas City, MO
start 1ST co.op_work session JANUARY 199~. MAy/JUNE 98 OR AUGUST 98
INFORMATION MEETING OCT 8. 6·7PM ZI6 MCNUTT HALL
PLEASE ATTEND
Sign-up Me'thod: PRS-OPEN
Company: Dames & Moore
Date of Interview: 09124
Majors: CHE CIVL GEE GEOL
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior. standing.
Sign-up released 9/3197. DEADLINE 9110197 8am
WORK LOCATION, KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
NOTE, SAME COMPANY INTERVlEWlNG . JUST FROM DIFFERENT LOCATIONS· ST.
KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS· IF INTERESTED. MAY SIGN·UP FOR BOTH
Company: Dames & Moore
Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of lnterview: 09124
Majors: CHE CIVL GEE GEOL
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/3197 sign-ups posted. Deadline 9110197 8am
Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri
start 1st co-op work session January 1998 andlor May/June 1998
BROCHURES AVAILABLE 304 NORWOOD HALL
NOTE, SAME COMPANY INTERVIEWING. JUST FROM DIFFERENT LOCATIONS· ST.
LOUIS AND KANSAS CITY. MO· MAY SIGN·UP FOR BOTH
Company: Deere and Company
Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/01
Majors: CMPS MGTS
USlPerm
Minimum GPA 2.950 Mmt be Sophomore standing.
Sign -up released 9/10197 Deadline 9/17197 8am
WORK LOCATION, POSSmLE ANY DEERE.UNIT IN THE US
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING. 201 NORWOOD. 6·8 PM SEPTEMBER 30
45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS
HOMEPAGE ADDRESS: http://www.deere .com
-Company: Peere and Company
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 10109,
Majors: ELEC MECH EMAN
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Mwt be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up re1ea,.,ed 9/18197 Deadline 9125197 8am
Work location: Iowa, Illinois, WiM:onsin
.
Students mu~t be willing to complete 3-5 work 5e5.Sions before
graduation.
INFORMATION MEETINGIPIZZA PAIITY, 1018197 MERAMCE ROOM. UCE G-8PM
Look up information on Homepace Address: http://www.deere.com
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Company: Dow Cbemic.al Company
Date of Interview: 10/14

Sien-up Methqd: PRS-OPEN

Mojo": ELEC CHE

Minimum GPA: 2.800 Must be Sophomore J\lIlior standing. "
Sicn-up released 9123197 Deadline 9130197 8:00am
Work Location : Freeport. TX, Midland. Michip.n
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND/OR MAY/JUNE 1998 THROUGH
AUGUST 1998

Company: Dynalopc Engineering
Date of Interview: 09129

Sien-up Method: PRS·OPEN

Moi"": CRE ELEC EMAN MECH PHYS CMPS
Minimum OPA: 2.000 Must be SopblllUore Junior Senior standing.
Sien'up released 918197 DEADUNE 9115197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOmS. MISSOURI
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 98 AND/OR MAY/JUNE 1998

Company: Dynetics
Date of Interview: 10/ 10

Sign·up Method.: PRS·OPEN

Mojo,,: AERO ELEC MECR AMTH PHYS CMPS
US Only
Minimum OPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up released 9/19197 DEADUNE 9126/97 SAM
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA AND FORT WALTON BEACH. FLORIDA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 98. MAY/JUNE 98 OR AUGUST 98
JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE AT CO·OP OFFICE SOSD NORWOOD HALL
IF SELECTED. MUST COMPLETE AN APPLICATION

Company: Jefferson Smurfit
Sicn -uP. Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview:
Major,,: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up reJeued 1011197 DEADLINE 10124197 8AM
Work Location: Alton, Illinois
start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998
must be able to work at least 2 work sessions
NOT INTERVIEWING HERE ON CAMPUS · WILL S ELECT FROM PRESCREEN AND
CONTACT STUDENTS DIRECTLY.

Company: Johnson Controls
Sign-up Method: PRS"()PEN
Date ofInterview: 10110
Majora: ELEC MECH
Minimum OPA: 2.4S0 Must be Sopbomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9119197 Deadline 9126197 8am
Work Location : St. Louis, Missouri
START " ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS

Company: Landis & Stad a
Sign-up Method.: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 09124
Majora: ELEC MECH EMAN ClVL
USlPenn
Minimum GPA: 2.4S0 Must be Freshman Sophomore standing.
Sign-up released 913197 DEADUNE: 9/10197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOmS. MISSOURI
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

COmpany: Edward D. Jones & Co.
Date of Interview: 10124

SiKD--up Method: PRS..()PEN
Company: Leonards Metals
Date of Interview: 09125

Mojo": CMPS MGTS
US Only

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sicn-up released 10J'3m7 Deadline 10110197 SAM
Work Location: St. Loma. Missouri
.
at&rt tat co-op work aeasion JANUARY 1998 AND OR JUNE 1998
Company: Emenon Electric
Date of Interview: 10129
~ora:

MECH

Sign-up Method.: PRS-OPEN

USIPerm

Minimum OPA: 2,450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/16197 DEADLINE 9rl3l97 8AM
WORK LOCATION: MARSHALLTOWN,IOWA
INFORMATION MEETING 10/5197 6:3ll· 7:3ll PM
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Company: Forrester Group Inc.
Date of Interview: 10107
Majors: CRE ClVL GEE

I

Minimum OPA: 2.9S0 Must be Sophomore Junior Seru."br Standing.
Sign-up released 9/4191 DEADLINE 9/11197
WORK LOCATION: ST. CHARLES . MISSOURI
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INTERVIEW Wll.L BE HELD IN UCE 212 SUNRISE ROOM

Si.cn-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standinC.
Sicn-up released 10J8l97 Deadline 10/15197 8AM
Work location: Paragould. Arkansas. Office & Manufacturing
Environment - work in final assembly area
start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998
Company: Fisher Controb
Date of Interview: 10107
Majora: CHE ELEC &MAN MECH

Sign-up Method.: PRS-OPEN

Mojo..: AERO MECH

Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN

USIPerm

Minimum GPA: 2.7S0 Must be Junior Senior Orad Stu_ standing.
Sign-up released 9/ 16197 Deadline 9r23197 8AM
Work Location: Springfield. Missouri
Start work JANUARY 1998
Company: GE ~plian ces
Sign-up Method.: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10109
Majors: MECH
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu . standing.
Sign-up released 9118197 DEADLINE 9/25197 BAM
WORK LOCATION: LOmsVILLE. KENTUCKY
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND/OR MAY/JUNE 1998

Sign-up Method:
Company: Georgetown Steel
Date of Interview:
Majors:
Minimum GPA: Mus t be
standing.
Sign-up released DETAILS AN~ OUNCED LATER
Company: Harmon Industries
Sign-up Method: PRS.-OPEN
Date of Interview: l OllS
Majors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/24/97 Deadline 1011/97 Bam
Work location Grain Valley, MO (KC metro area) or Riverside, Calif
1st co-op work session January 199B or May/J u ne 199B
Company: Heckethome Manufacturing
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interviaw: 09124
Majors: EMAN MECH MET
US Only
Minimum GPA: -2.9S0 Mustbe Junior Senior Grad Stu. Sophomore standing.
Sign·up released 9/3197 Deadline 9/10197' 8am
Work Location: Dyersburg, Tennessee
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESS ION J ANUARY 1998

Company: Huffman Engineerin g
Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10110
Majors: ELEC
Minim um GPA: 2.950 Must be Sopbomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9119197 DEADLlNE 9126197 BAM
WORK LOCATION : LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Company: Hunter Engin eering Company
Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/02
Majors: ELEC MECH CMPS
Minimum GPA: 3. ISO Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign. up released 9/ 11197 DEADLINE 9118/97
Work Location: Bridgeton. MO near St. Louis Airport

Company: Lyondell Citgo Refining Company
Sicn·up Method: PRS.QPEN
Date of Interview: 09126
Majors: CHE ELEC MECH MET CHEM
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be standing.
Sign-up reJ.eued 9/5197 DEADUNE 9/12197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: HOUSTON, TEXAS . PROCESS. CORROSION . INSTRUMENT AND
ELEC. AND MACIllNERY ENGINEERING CO·OPS
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
CO·OP POSITIONS· NOT SUMMER JOBS JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE 303D
NORWOOD HALL

Company: Magnum Technologies
Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10108
Majors: ELEC CHE MECH EM.AN
Minimum. GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign·up released 9/17197 Deadline 9127197 8:00am
Work Location: Fairview Heights , IL; Houston , Tx; Los Angeles, CA
and Las Vegas, Nevada start 1st co·op work session JANUARY 199B
Homepage - bttp:llwww.magnumtech.com
Company: Mark Andy Inc.
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: lOl lS
Majors: MECH
USlPerm
Minimum GPA 2.9S0 Must be Sophomore J unior Senior standing.
Sign-up reIeased 9rl4l97 DEADLINE 10/1197
WORK LOCATION: CHESTERFIELD AND EARTH CITY. MISSOURI (ST. LOmS AREA)
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION J ANUARY 1998

Company: Monsanto Company
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/06
Majors: CMPS MGTS ELEe
Minimum GPA: 2.9S0 Must be Sophomore J unior Senior Grad S tu . standing.
Sign-up released 911 519 7 DEADLI NE 9122197 8AM:
Work Location: St. Louis, Mo., Chicago, IL, Muscatine, Iowa
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION J ANURY 1998
Company: Monsanto·Carondelet Plant
Sign-up Method! PRS ·OPEN
Date of Interview: 09/24
Majors: CHE MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sop homore Ju nior standing.
Silnl-.up released 9/3/97 DEADLINE 9/10197 BAM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI
POSlTlON TITLE· PROCESS ENGINEER, PROJECT ENGINEER

START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Company: Neff Press
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Intervi"ew: 10110
Majors: MECH
standing.
Minimum GPA 2.000 Must be
Sign-up released 9/ 19197 DEADLINE 912619 7 8AM
WORK LOCATION : ST , LOmS . MISSOU RI

START 1ST CO -OP WORK SESSION January 1998
Company: Olin Corporation
Sign· up Method: PRS ·OPEN
Date of lnterview :
Majors : MECH CHE MET CMPS
Minim um GPA: 2.650 Must be Freshma n Sophomore J unior standing.
Sign. up released 10/8197 Deadline 10/ 15/97 8am
Work Location: E. Alton, illinois (close to St. LouiB)
1ST WORK CO·OP JANUARY OR MAY 1998
VIDEO CONFERENCING INTERVIEW· PICK UP SHEETS ON '-rIPS FOR VIDEO
INTERVIEWiNG"

Company: Oryx Energy
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 10115
Majors: PETR GEOL MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. slanding.
Sign-up released 912419 7 Deadline 10/ 1197 8am
Work Location: Dallas, Texas
Start 1st cO'op work session January 98 , MaylJune 199B or August 1998
INFORMATION MEETING SCHE DULED 6·7PM OCTOBER 14, 1997
UCE 2 13 MISSOURI ROOM

START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION J ANUARY 1998.

Comp any: IL. Dept. of Transportation
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 10128
Majors: ClVL
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior stan din g.
Sign·up released 1017197 DEADLINE 1011419 7 8AM
WORK LOCATION: 15 COUNTY AREA AROUND SPRINGFIELD. ILLINOIS
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND OR MAY/JUNE 1998

Company: lSP Chemicals
Sign.up Method.: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/ 17
Majors: CHE
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sien-up released. 9126197 DEADUNE 1013197 8AM
WORK LOCATION : CALVERT CITY. KENTUCKY (BY·PADUCAH·WESTERN KY)
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Company: Pepsi·Cola Company
Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10124
Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH
Minim um GPA: 2.000 Must be Senior standing.
Sign·up released 10/3197 DEADLINE 10110197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOmS. MO
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION J ANUARY 1998
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Company: t: ll ion r " cific RR
Date or Inte rview: 101'22 , 101
Majora : MECH CIVL EMAN ELEe

ComllAny: S p()rhm Valve
S irn · up Method: PRS·O PEN
Dllte orJntervi(lw : 10121
Majora: MECH ELEC
Mini mum OPA: 2.160 MUlIl be Junior Senior 'lAndinl·
Si",. up releued 1011197 Deadline 10J8i97 Slam
Work Location : Wuhinrton. Miuouri . Hu dquarten
Start bt co.op work MNion January 1998 finis h Auruat 1998

Company: Sunnen Product..

USIPerm
Minimum OPA: 2.4150 MUllt be Junior Senior Sophomore standi n,.
Sirn·up released 1011197 De.dline 10I8J97 8am

WORK LOCATION : OMAHA, NEBRASKA AND UTTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS
INFORMATION MEETING 10121 • LOCATION ANNOUNCED LATER
6·7 PM
START 1ST CO.Op WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND CONTINUE TO AUGUST 1998
AND JUNE 1998 THROUGH DEC 1998 Homepap: www.uprr.com

Sign· up Method: PRS ·OPEN

DateoClnt.erview: 10101

Mojo..: ELEC EMAN MECH·
USlPftnD

Siro'lap Method: PRS·OPEN

Company: West.r Corporation
Date of Interview: 10109
Majon: ELEC CMPS AERO

Minimum ork 3.460 MUllt be Fre. hman Sophomore . landinl·
Sip.up releaeed 9110197 De.dline 91171978AM
Work Location: St. Louie. Mia&Ouri
. tart lat co-op work seNion J am"ary 1998 AND/OR MAY/JUNE 1998
Inrormalion Meeting 7·8 PM 9 130197 · U CE S ILVER AND GOLD ROOM
Company: Ttnnalum DivlKai&CIr Aluminum
Date of Interview: 09122

Sip· up·Method: PRS·CLOSED

US Only
Minimum GPA: 2,960 Must be Junior Senior atandinr,
Siro'up released 9118197 DEADlJNE 9125197 8AM

WORK LOCATION:. ST. LOUIS. JIIISSOURI
.
START 1ST CO·Op WORK SESSION JAN UARY 1998
POSITION REQUIRES SECUJUTY CLEARANCE . 4~ MINU1'I! INTERVIEWS
CO·Op JOB TlTl.E SOITWARE ENGINEER
WEB PAGE ADDRESS www.wes tar.com

S il11 -up Me thod: Ope n

Major. : MET
USlPcnn
M.l nimum OPA; 2.700 MUllt be Sophomore Junior atanding.
S ilfl\' up r ele ased 912197 DEADLINE 9/9197

NOTE: ANHEUSER BUSCH. ST. LOUIS. JIIISSOURI WILL BE INTERVIEWIN G ON OC'l'OBER I .
DETAILS ANNOUNCED LATER

WORK LOCATION: JACKSON. TENNESSEE
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND/OR MAY/JUNE 1998
('om puny: Towe r Automotivc
S ign· up Method: Ope n
Da te or Intervie w: 09124. 091
),I njo n : CMPS MECH MET
), Unimum OPA: 2.000 Mus t be Sophomore Junior Senior standi nr·
Sipt .up reieued 9112197 DEADLINE 9119197 8AM

WORK LOCATION: FARMINGTON HILLS . MICHIGAN
JOB TITLES· ASSISTANT ENOIN EER. ANAL¥TICAL ASSISTANT. LAB ASSISTANT
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESS ION J ANUARY 1998 MAY/JUN E 1998
INFORMATION AVAILABLE CAREER FAIR. SEPT 25
webpogo addreaa - www.lOwe rnulomotive.com
Company: U.S . S pace & Rocket Centc r
Date or Interview: 10128

JJ) Little Caesars'

S ign · up Me th od: Opc n

M!ljon: CHEM AERO MECH CHE PHYS AMTH LI FS ENGL ECON PHIL.
USlPerm
Mi nimu m OPA: 2.460 Mus t be Junior Se nior s ta n di ng.
Si",'l\' up relenscd 10/ 14/97 DEADLINE 1012 1197

"The Unlimited"

WORK LOCATIO N: HUNTSVILLE. ALAIlAMA
START 1ST WORK SESSION JAN UARY 1998
INf ORMATION MEETI NG 10/27/97 GPM UCE 2 11 MERAM EC !lOOM
NOTE: TEAM LEAD EIUCOUNSE LOR AT US SPACE CAM P
Company: U.S . Spaco & Rocke l Cc nler
Date or Interviow: 10128

MEDIUM PIZZA
UP TO 13 TOPPINGSI

Sign-up Met,hod: OI)O n

M!ljou: CER CIVL ELEC EMAN GEE MET MI N NUCL PETR CMPS
USlPorm
Mini mu m OPA: 2.460 Mus t be Ju nior Senior !ltan din !;.
Sijpl'up releo3Cd 10/14197 DEADLI NE 10f2 1197

WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE. ALAIlAMA
START 1ST WO RK SESS ION J ANUARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 10127/97 GPM UCE 2 11 MERAMEC ROOM
NOTE: TEAM LEADEIUCOUNSE LOR AT THE US SPACE CAMP
Compttn y; Union Electric
Sign-up Method: Open
Dale or Inte rvi ew: 10107
Mnjors : ELEC MECH CIVL EMAN CMPS
USlPenn
M ini mum OPA: 2.460 Mus t iJe J unior Senior s tanding.
Slgn· up relensod 9123197 Dondli ne 91301978am
Wor k Location: St. Louis, MO, AND MID M ISSOU RI

(Toppings to choose from: Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green Peppers,
Onions, Ham, Bacon, Beef, Italian Style Sausage, Black Olives, Pineapple,
Tomatoes, B~nana Pepper Rings, Anchovies)

NOTE· NOTE·VERY IMPORTANT (MUST DE COMPLETING OR HAVE COM PLETED
1ST SEMESTEn OF JUN IOH LEVE L COURSES ON YOU R MAJO R) MAJOR .CO URSES
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Comp a ny: Union Pnci(ic na.ilrond, Info. TC(h . Sign. up Mcthori: PRS·O PEN
Dale or Interview: 10/24
Mlljon: ELEC
USlPc rm
Mi nimu m CPA' 2.'150 Mus t be FreshmRn Sophomore Junior stR udi nl:_
S ign ·up released 10/2197 DEADLINE 10110/97 SAlVI

WORK LOCATION : OMAHA. N,:BRASKA
S1'AlIT 1ST CO·OJ>WOnK SESSION JANUAIlY 1998 AND/Oll MAY/JUNE 1998
INI~ORMAT I ON

MEETI N , 10123f!)7

7 - 8 ~ 30P M ·

LOCAT ION ANNOUNCED I..J\T&H
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FREE ACADEMIC HELP!
The Freshman Arts and Sciences Program offers free
tutoring to improve your grades in Basic Arts and
Sciences courses. Although funds are limited, tutors are
available for :
Chemistry 1,3 ,5,22 1,223,224,241 ,242
CompoScience 53,74,77 ,78, 153,158
Economics 121,122
English 20,60,75 ,80, 105,106
French 1,2,70
Gennan I ,2,70
History 111 ,112 ,175, 176
LiftScienee 11 0,112,115,2 11 ,221 ,23 1,
242,252

Math 2,4,6,8,2 1,22,204,208
Philosophy 5,1 5 .
Physics 2 1,23,24,25
Political Sci . 90'
Psycho logy 50, 140,200 levels
Ru ssian 1,2,80
Sociology 8 1
Spanish 1.2,80
SJalistics 115,116,215

For more information contact Mary Ann Pulley at
341-6937 or stop by 235 WSS and fill out'a tutor
request form.

Rolla

Delivery Hours:

1013 Kings Highway

Mon. - Fri. 4 pm to close
Sat. & Sun. 11 am to close

368·3250 -r -

-r - ,,\'j.Ui,.!:B'3-li 4- :FI (1j) Little Caesars". (1j) Little Caesars". (1j) Little Caesars
-
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Medium (12") Pizzas
with cheese and 1-topping
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"Unlimited " Pizza
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I ~"~ig Pizza, Giant Slices

1 Pizza with cheese.l;r
Mediums (12")
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and Giant Pepperoni!!
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Financial Aid
tor. Each year financial assistance is
avai lable to students in both Canada and
the United States. Fu ll Canadian or
American citizenship is a requirement.
Awards are available to both ma le and
female students for all areas.ofpost-secondary study. A minimum GPA of 2.7
is required. Criteria other than strictly
academic abi lity and financial need are
considered in the select ion process.
Selected students will receive up to
$3 ,000.00. Filing dates for mailing application in 1997 are April 1st, June
15th, November 15th. Application s
must be mailed by these dates.
To receive an application
please send a stamped '-'(US 32
cents), se lf-add ressed, standard letter
size (No. 10) envelope to the following
add ress: The John Gyles Ed ucation
F~nd, Attention: R. James Cougle, Administrator, P. O. Box 4808, 712 Ri verside Drive , Frederickton , New
Brunswick Canada ESB 5G4.
We use intematio.nal mail services, therefore U.S. postage is accept-

RURAL MISSOURI, INC.
If you have been employed as
a fannworker in the past two years, you
may be eligible to receive free tuition
assistance fo r your education. If you .
have worked as a farm , orchard, greenhouse or poultry/egg production employee, you may qualify. To obtain detailS and the. fie ld representative closestlo you call 1-800-234-4971.
CHRYSLER ANNOUNCES NEW
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
With an eye toward assisting
outstanding college bound students,
Chrysler Corporation recently awarded
1,000 grants to 40 rec ipients through
i~ new Junior Golf Scholarship Program. Even though the majority of the
winners play golf, all selections were
made based upon their academic and
extracurricular effort. For more information on this exciting program call 1800-856-0764.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY U.S.
ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
SUPPORT AGENCY
Let the Army pay your way
through Medical, Dental Optometry
School , or a Doctoral level degree in
Cl inicallResearch Psycho logy. Scholarship includes: full tu ition, requ ired
books, lab fees, required equ ipment
rental, $865.00 monthl y stipend.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON
ARMY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES CONTACT: CAPTAIN DINO
L. MURPHY OR MRS. SHARON
MACKE1':ZIE AT 1-800-829-0924.
THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION
FUND SCHOLARSHIP
The John Gyles Ed ucation
Fund is a private, benevolent endeavor
established seven years ago with the
hel p ofa Canadian/American benefac-

$300

tple,

cash back*

$200

Power Macintosh· 6500/250
. 32/4GB/t2XCD/Multiple Scan lSAV
l2/Zip Drive/Ethemet/Kbd _
Now $2:341 (or S441montt\) ... BEFORE REDAn:

KIDS' CHANCE INC. OF MISSOURI
What is Kids' Chance? It is a
nonprofit corporation developed by inte rested insurers, employers, attorneys,
labor, med ic a l a nd rehabilitation
groups. The purpose of Kids' Chance
is to provide financial scho larships to
complete the education of children of
workers who have been seriously injured or killed in Missouri work related
injuries.

Which Children are Eligible
for the Scholarship? Children who have
a parent who was permanently or catastrophically injured or ki lled in a Missouri compensable injury or occupational disease, and who are Missouri
residents between the ages of 16 and
25.
Ap plications available in the
St udent Financi al A id Office, G- I
Parker Hall, Rolla, MO 65409-0250 or
by calling 1-800-522-0938.
AMERICO RPS
'EDUCATION
AWARDS PROGRAM

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

,

able.

cash back*
PowerBook· 1400es/133
M

16hGB/8XCD/l'2!U.3 OSTN dis play

The AmeriCorps Ec!utation
Awards Program offers members the
standard AmeriCorps education stipend
of over$4, 700 for one year of community service, but unlike AmeriCorps
USA, it does not provide a li ving a llowance or other benefits.
For informatron on this program contact the Student Financial Aid
Office, G- I Parker Hall.
CARAT SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATIO]\;

FESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
Must be a woman 25 years of age
or older and a citizen of the U.S. and a
resident of Phelps, Dent, Maries or
Pulaski Counties.
Must be officiall y accepted' into
an accred ited program or course of
study at a United States Institution.
Must demonstrate need for financial assistance to upgrade skills or complete education for career advancement.
Must have a definite plan to use
the desired training to improve chances
for advancement, to train for a new career field, or to enter or re-enter the job
market.
Applications availab le in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker HaU .
Application deadline must be
re~eived by: September 30, 1997
CHARLES P. BELL CONSERVATION
$500 SCHOLARSHIPS
QUALIFICATIONS
Appl icant must be a Misso uri
resident. Applicants entailed in' Missouri schools will be given preference.
Applicant must be involved in the
management of natural resources, specifically: Fish, Wild life, Forest, Soil,
Water.
Applicants must already have
earned at least 60 hours of college credits.

Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Hall.
Application deadline must be received by: January 15, 1998.

Now $1.999 (or $37/month)- BEFORE REBATE

To r:.:ce ive current in for mation

$100
cash back*
Power Macintosh· 5400/180

save another

t6h.2GB/8XCO/BuHt·in display/Kbd
Now $1.557 (or S301month)- BEFORE REBATE

$50
cash back*
Color StyleWrite" 4500
Now $)15- BEFORE REBATE

WANT-SOME 'CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?
Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or
PowerBook. Because in addition to getting the computer that lets
you do more than you can imagine, you can save big time. For a
limited time, students are eligible for special cash rebates.
*This Is a Umlted time rebate coupon offer. Call Apple Campus
Direct at 800.8774433 ext. 753 for complete details.

AppleCampusDirect

1-8008714433~

haIl'S a day, 7 days a week

packe ts and ap plications for The Carat
Scholarship. please have interested students send" sta mped se·lfaddressed envelope to . Carat Scholarship
Foundaiton . Attn: Carol McAuliffe-Director, 5 Magnolia Parkway, Hawthorn
Woods.lL 60047.
The schedule for the Carat
Scholarship Foundati on Awards is as
follo ws:
Academic se mester : Spring
1998. Applications Postmarked by: November I, 1997, AW(lrds Distributed by:
December 15, 1997.
Academic semester: Fall 1998,
Applications Postmarked by: April I,
1998, Awards Distributed by: June 15,
1998.
Academic semester Sprillg 1999,
Applications Postmarked by: November 1, 1998, Awards Distributed by:
December 15, 1998.
Carat Scholarship Foundations is funded by the contrubutions of
civic-minded individuals, businesses
and various fund ra isers. The Foundation offers $500 -$ 1000 scholarships
semian nu all y t.o graduate and undergraduate students who are Un ited States
citizens. The scholarships are awarded
on the baSis of career goals, financial
need and academic record.
ROLLA AREA BUSINESS AND PRO-

CRANE FUND FOR WIDOWS AND
CHILDREN SCHOLAR SHIP
The Admissions/Student
Finani cal Aid Office wishes to make '
students aware of the Crane Fund for
Widows and Children. This program is
for needy and deservi ng widows and
children of men who, at their death,
have left their widows and chi ldren
without adeq uate means of support or
deserv ing wives and/or children of men
upon whom they are dependent for support but, because of age or other disabil ity, are unab le or for other reasons,
fai l or neglect to adequately support
their respective wives and/or children.
If you meet the above terms
for this program you must complete a
Crane Fund for Widows and Children
Application to be considered for funding.
The Crane fund for Widows
and Children Application can be obtained in the Student Fin8!lcial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application dead line must be
submitted to the Student Financial Aid
Office by: Septe~ber 19, 1997.
1997 -9 8 NATIONAL HISPANIC
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The National Hispanic Scholarship Fund was founded in 1975 to
help Hispanic American college stu-

- - ._- - _. -- --- -

-_.

P,(\ge, 26. _ _ _ _ _ _ _

¥i"!,,,uri ~Mi,:,~~

dents complete their education. NHSF
scholarships are available on a competitive basis to Community College, FourYear College, or Graduate students of
Hispanic background. ' Awards usually
range from $500 to $2000.
ELIGIBILITY
.
You must be of Hispanic parentage and either a U.S . Citizen or a permanent resident of the United States.
You must have completed at least 15
und yrgraduate coll~ge credits in the
U.S. or Puerto Rico with a mimimum
Grade Point Average (GPA) of2.5 .
You must be enrolled in an accred ited college for Fall 97 and in attendance through Spring 1998 as a full'time student; undergraduates must carry
at least 12 un its, gradu ate must carry at
least 6 uni ts.
Applications available in the Studeni Financial Aid Office, G- I Parker
Hall.
Application peri od and deadline:August 15 - October I, 1997 (must
be postmarked by October I, 1997).
ZONTA INTERNATI ONAL AM EILIA
EARHART FELLO WSHIP
AWARDS FOR WOMEN 1998-99 '
ELIG IBILTY
Have completed a bachelor's
degree in a qualifying area of science
or engi neering closely related to advanced studies in aerospace-related science or aerospace-related engineering.
Demons trate a s uperior academic record with evidence of potentia l at a recognized university or college as verified by transcripts: recommendations and acceptance or verification by any institution of higher education with accredited courses in aerospace-relaied studi es.
Prov ide evidence of a well-defined research program in aerospacerelated science or aerospace- related engineering as described in the app lication essay, research and publications.
Clearly demonstrate the relationship of
your research to aerospace and veri fy
your research program with at least one
letter of recommendation ..
By the time the fellowship grant
is awarded, have completed one year
of aerospace-related graduate studies at
a well recognized institution of higher
education.
Applications avai lable in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
postmarked by Novembe r I, 1997.
PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION SCHOLARSHIPS
Two $ 1,000 (U.S .) awards are
available through the ACt Concrete
Research and Education Foundation
(Co n REF) for undergraduate study in
concrete construction for the 1998-99
academic year. The Peter D. Courtois
Concrete Construction Scholarsh·ip
honor the memory of Peter O. Courtois,
whose long-tenn. commitm.e nt to practical achievements in construction focused on the fields offonnwork·and tiltup construction.
REQUIREMENTS:
These awards are open to any
undergraduate student in the United
States or Canada The student shall have
achieved senior status in a four-year or
longer undergraduate prog~ in engi-

.
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neering, construction, or technology

du rin g the year fo r which the awards
are presented. The awards wi ll be made
on the basis of demonstrated interest
and abiltiy to work in the field of concrete con struction.
The student must have a course
load of 6 or more cr~dit hours each semester du r(ng the period for which the
award is made.
'
The student must be a senior during the year for which the award is made
(not necessarily at the time of application).
Tr8J1scripts, recommendation s,
and an essay must be submitted as outlin e d o n the a pplicat ion form .
Applications available in the Student
Fi nancia l Aid O ffi ce,G-1 Parker Hall,
Appli cation deadJine must be received
by: January 15, 1998.
CONCRETE RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL FOUN DATI ON OF ACI
INTERNATIONAL

Vistors Commission (CVC) is offering
two academic scho larships for minority students who are pursuing hospitality industry-related degrees at a Missouri college or university. Each scholarship is valued up to $2,500 and is paid
on a reimbursement basis.
REQUIREMENTS:
Students must be enrolled in a 2
4-year hospitality industry program
at a college or university.
Students must be act ively pursuing a hospitality industry-related degree.
Student s mu s t complete the
scholarship application. I
Students must s ubmit a two page
essay exp laining their career objectives
and job ex peri ences.
Stude nts entering a college or
uni versity for the first time must subm it high school transcripts.
Students current ly enrolled in a
college or uni versity must submit transtripts from the last two semesters.
Student must submit the names,
addresses and phQne numbers of two
references. Those awarded the scholarship can also participate in an internship with the Sr. Lo ui s CVe.
Ap plications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Hall. Deadline for applications is: September 30, 1997.

.,r

$3 ,000 (U.S.) awards are now
available through the ACI Intern ationa l
Co nc rete Resea rch a nd Ed ucati on
Found ation (Co n RE F) fo r gradu ate
study in the field of concrete for the
1998-99 acad emic year. The awards
include the Katharine a nd Bryant
Mather Fellowship, ACt - W.R. Grace
Fellowship , V. Mohan Malhorta Fellowship, Stewart e. Watson Fellowship,
NATIONAL SECUR:ITY EDUCAand ACI Fellowships.
TION PROGRAM (NSEP)
REQUIREMENTS:
These awards are open to any stuThe National Security Educadent completing studies toward the
tion Program was designed to provide
bachelor degree or one who has reAmerican undergraduates with the received a bachelor degree from a higher sources and encouragement they need
education institution which is accredto acquire skills and experience in counited by the responsible regional or. natries and areas of the word critical to
tional agency.
the future security of our nation. As a
The following criteria must be . student of another culture and language
met by the appl icant:
you will begin to acquire the internaMus't have possession of a bachtional competence you need to commuelor degree from an accredited program
nicate effectively across borders, underby the summer of 1998.
'
stand other perpectives and analyze inAt the time of acceptance of the
creasingly fluid economic and political
fellowship (but not necessarily at the
realities.
time of application) the app licant must
REQuiREMENTS:
have been accepted fo r graduate sllldy.
This graduate study must be in engiAs a U.S. undergraduate stuneering, architectural, or materials sci ~ -dent, )(OU are eligible to apply for an
ence program at an acc redited college
NSEP scholarship if you meet the folor university in the USA or Canada
lowing conditions:
which offers a graduate program in conU.S. citizenship at the time ofapcrete design, materi~ls, or construction, plication.
with the exception of the V. Mohan
Matriculated as a freshmen ,
Malhotra Fellowship which is available
sophomore, junior, or senior in a U.S.
only to an applicant majoring in conpost-secondary institution, including
crete materials science research and the
universities, colleges, and community
Stewart C. Watson Fellowship which is colleges accredi ted by an accrediting
available to an applicant with a special
body recognized by the U.S. Departinterest in joints and bearings for con- . ment of Education.
crete structures.
Applying to engage in a study
Must be a full-time first or secabroad experience that meets home inond-year gradaute student during the . stitution standards.
entire fe llowship year.
Planning to use the scholarship
Must be proficient in the English
for study abroad. NSEP undergraduate
language (or French as required in
scholarships are not for study in the
Province of Quebec or Spanish in
U.S.
Puerto ~ico).
Your study abroad program ends
Applications available in the
before you graduate.
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Applications available in the StuParker Hatl.
dent Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker
Application deadline must be Hall. Application deadline: January 26,
received no later than: January IS ,
1998.
1998.
THE RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS
ST. LOUIS CONVENTION
VISTGRS COMMISSION

&

The SI. Louis Convention &

The Rhodes Scholarship is tenable at the University of Oxford. It may
be held for a maximum of three years.

Since the majority of Rhodes Scholars
undertake a likebfstudy which enab les
them to take a degree in two years, appointments are made for a minim~m of
two years.
The stipend of Rhodes Scholarship consists ofa direct payment to the
Scholar's College of all tuition fees
(such as matriculation, tuition, laboratory fees, and certain other set charges),
plus a maintenence allowance paid directly to the Scho lar in installments
duri ng the two-year term of the scholarship.

~y,

Septeplbet

,

An applicant must be a citizen of
the. United States. An applicant must
by October I st of the year have Passed
the eighteenth and not have passed the
tWenty-fourth birthday. An applicant
must have acheived academic standing
sufficiently advance to assure completion of a Bachelor's Degree before Oc.
tober 1998.
. For further infonnation, contact
Dr. Walter J. Gajda, Jr., 204 Parker H~l
The campus app licat ion deadline is
October 3, 1997.
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meetin~

.

All organizational ,
times'
and places are provided by the Stu-

_,r'·

Calendar of Events

r ~> :,!JlU~sd~y ,

.

.

William Woods University,.Fult~n, Mo.

7:00 pm: St. Pats, 107C ME Annex

10,
• ......._ _ _ _ _IIiii_ _•

(\ dent Activity Center, 218 UCW.

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org., 5:00 pm: MSPE and MSM-UMR
9:30 am: Multi9ultural Education
'. Alumni Association annual shrimp feed,
Support Program Coffee Talk, . 314CE
Lions Club Park Pavilion No. I
~ PllIkerlill mentioned office.
.
. "Individual Behaviors and Activities
n deadlinei
' ,.
.
that Impact Student Rentention", 107 8:00 pm: Solar Car Te~m, 103 Eman
~"
W
'lil ",' .' ,
7:00 pm: Kiwanis Area VaFiety Show,
... ,~:,' ~ •. ' · .~~k~', J ": _ Norwood
Leach Theatre <,;::astleman Hall

7:00 pm: National Society of Black
Engineers!Assn. of Black Students, 204
McNutt

lation, con~ Please send all changes to the afore-

'dtt";

r

I

9:30 am: SUB Homecoming T-shirt
order table, UCW Breezeway

1:30 pm: Academic Council meeting,
204 McNutt

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby

2:00 pm: Spanish Club, 205 H-SS

fields
3:00 pm: 'Men's volleyball club
6:00 pm: Chess club, CafeteriaUCE ' . practice, Multi-purpose Bldg
6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204
McNutt
6:20 pm:
Associated General
Contractors, 21 7 CE

3:30 pm: Student Council lawyer,
WalnutRmUCW
3:30 pm: Chemistry Department
Colloquium, "Virtual BB at Boeing",
209 MCS

6:20 pm: American Concrete Institute,o
118CE
3:30 pm: Mechanical & Aerospace &
Engineering Mechanics Seminar, "Direct
,6:30 pm: Gaming Association, 317 CE Injection Spark Ignition (DISI)
Combustion Systems: An Analytical
7:00 pm; Institute of Electrical' and and Experimental fnvestigations", 2 I 4
Electronics Engineers, 114 CE
ME Annex
7:00' pm; American SOCiety of Ci'vil
Engi,neers, II 7 CE .

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields

:1

7:00 pm: SUB Fall Movie Apocalypse
Now,I04ME
'

3:00 pm: Trap & Skeet Club, 107
Beuhler

8:00 pm:
"tv!oonlight Golf'
tournament, UMR Golf Course

7:00 pm: Kiwanis Area Variety Show,
Leach Theatre Castleman Hall
7:00 pm:
McNutt

Show Me Anime, 204

9:00 pm: SUB Fall Movie The Killing
Fields, 104 ME

7:30 am: SWE high school conference,
Centennial Hall UCE
1:00pm: Rugby team vs. SI. Lo.uis .
Bombers, Rugby fields

pm:
Christian Campli's . 1:00 pm: UMR Miner soccer' vs.
' Fellowship, Mark Twain' or '~iss6uri : \Yi'li~ Woods Uiliversity, Fulton; Mo.,
-~
. -~----.--Rms'lJCE
1:30 pm: UMR Miner football vs.
Central Missouri State University,
Jackling Field
6:00 pm: To~ers, 109 CSF

8:00 pin: Alpha Chi Sigma, Schrenk
G-3
9:00 pm: Wo;"'en's volleyball club
,practice, Multi-putpose Bldg

6:30 pm:
Student Assn . of
Management Systems, 107 'Harris Hall

. Sunday
.
I"---...........

6:00 pm: Society of Women Engineers,
212 McNutt

I

7:30 am: SwE high school conference,
Centennial Hall UCE

6:30 pm : Student Council executive
meeting, Missouri Rm UCE

1 :30 pm: Chinese Student Assn., 105,
117, 215,216 ME

7:00 pm : Assn. of Engineering
Geologists, 204 McNutt

2:00 pm: UMR Miner soccer vs.
Missouri Southern State College,
Joplin, Mo.

7:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi, G-3

00
Men's and women's
7:
pm:
voHeyball club practiCe, Multi-purpose
Bldg

Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00IYISA application,
Call 1-800-9:32-0528 ext 65,
Qualified Callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT,

1l:30am: University Orators Chapter _.8:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club
ofToastrnasters Intemational .. Missouri Meeting, 110 Buehler Bldg
RmUCE
6:00 pm: UMR Independents officers
meeting, Walnut Rm UCW

fOf UMR Students with

••

this Coupon

••
NJ"
0 ommg F ee
• Best Cardio-Equipment Selection in the Area
Wide SeleGtion ofWeight Machines
.
,•
Free Weights
.'
Yoga ClaSses
•
Aerobic Classes

=.

•

=

.SCIENCE FICTION • FANTASY. COMICS. GAMES

- - - -

Family Fitness
605 W 8th Street
~ ' 341-2237

:
•

•
•
•

:
•
•
• ..

•=
=
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continued on page, 28
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~

7:00 pm: Film Festival Les Blank
Live!, l,£ach Theatre Castle':'lan Hall

.--------------------.
= $10 OFF, Membership Fee =

364-5074

--- ... --- ....--- - -- - - - - - ._-

'/::00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE

7:30 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer
vs. University of Missouri"St Louis,
UMR

3:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer vs.

FREE T-SHIRT
+$1000

--:.:...----:.;--~~........ -- ~-

thE

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE

_A STITC!.J N T!.J~ r2.J(fUT DRhCWN
A1terationsand Custom Gannents .
112 W. 8th St.

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields
5:00 pm: IFC, 2.16 McNutt

_....

7:00 pm: SUB Fall Movie Apocalypse
Now, 104 ME

3:30 pm:
Christian ,C ampus
Fellowship, 106 Eman

9:00 pm: SUB Fall Movie The Killing
Fields, 104 ME

7:30pm: Society of Mining Engineers, . ' 6:00
212 McNutt

8:00,pm: Academic Competition Org.,
314CE

-

•
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8:30 pm : Kappa Mu Epsi lon , 202

Photographers needed to take
party pies at local college events.
Part time . Weekend evenings.
Mu st have 35mm cameratran s port a tion .
$7 -$1 O/hr.
1-800-875-8084

~

11m'

G
MasterCard International!

9:00 pm : Arnold Air Society, 208
Harris Hall
9:00 pm: Delta Omicron Lambda, 206
Schrenk Hall

$389

from
(St. Leui, Depart.)
Air, HOI.I, Tnnsfcn, Parties

12:00 pm: Booster Club, Pizza Inn
1735 N. Bishop Ave.

1-800-395-4896

4:00 pm: Rugby team·practice, Rugby
fields

Information Session : Thursday, September 18
201 Norwood Hall
7:00 - 8:30pm
On campus interviews: October 8 & 9

Please contact your placement
You ca n learn mo re about"our

MasterCard
International

compa ny, our technology a nd our
future by visiting our website at

6:30

p~:

AIChE, G-3 ChE

September

~

aM'S
7:00 pm: Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, 114 CE
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt
9:00 pm: Women's volleyball club
practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

~

Students ant
careerDaytomoIT'
~eal awairingIhel
one oflhe compm
students,will haY'
etaledcar,theEV
TheEVI has
people, particularl

nolo~caIu01versn
~

CHOW &
CHAPEL

We_will be selecting students majoring in Computer SCience, Computer
Inform ation Systems, and Mathematics for internships a nd full time caree r
opportunities who have resumes at the career placement cente r. Selected
candidates will be invited to interview when we a re on campus October 8 & 9.
ce nter for more information.

6:'00 pm: Flutist Galen Abdur-Razzaq,
Leach Theatre Castleman Hall
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME

bycaseyMon

II :30 am: UMR Unity Day luncheon,
On the mall UCW

College Toun 'Spring Break '98
$S Book Mazat1an Now and Save $S

If you're ready to help shape the future of money, than you may be interested
in learning more about one of the wo~d's most technologically sophisticated
global payment franchises. Join us at MasterCard's Information Session.
Come find out more about our vision for the global payments industry and
why NOW is the time to join our'team of highly-skilled professionalsl

6:00 pm: . MSM Spelun kers Club, 204
McNutt

MCS

Car Stereo In stalla tion. Rates
starting at $25 + parts. Please call
368-3530 or e-m';l jlS@umr.edu_
MECP CERTIFIED . 5 years
experience.

"flittJ

6:00 pm: Chess club, Gallery UCE

from page 27
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MDA won't yield in its quest
to defeat 40 neuromuscular
diseases.

www.mastercard.co m.

I

·

2
~-

MDR'
Muscular Dystrophy Association

~

. ~

CHRIST CHURCH
(EPISCOPAL)
TENTH AND MAIN
(Across from Castleman Hall)

1-800-572-1717
UJ\1R Computing Services
http ://www.umr.edtil- cchtml1

Upon firsllo

hard 10 miss its aen

OFFICE: WCS 114 # 341-484 1; M-F8 :30pm-4 :30pm

CLC: WCS 104/ 108
24 ·Hours Continuous : S unday 8:00am - Saturday 2:00am
Saturday: 8:00am - Midnight

HELPDESK: http://www.umr.edu/helpdeskJ

faa, theaerodynarr
theEVIisO.19whi
any other producn
Thisabilityll
withminirnumdral
the effort 10 mini
quirements of the c
would cause a d
dtag,sotheEVI's :
in theroof of the c
Anotherfearu
its construction.
out of steel. This
weightofthecar,

i~energy requirem

the cardenl-resisb
Also, much I
togethefllith"s!ru(
ing" likethat used
As abanery (
unique fealures of
extendbeyondthe

WCS 104 #34 1-HELP(4357}, ME 119 #34 1-6039
E-mail problems to: helpdesk@ umr.edu

In THE BRUNO'S BIDLDING
2001 FORUM DR
ROLlA, MO. 65401
1I

Hey, My FINGER is broken!!

~~

Over a week ago there was a change made on· several Unix workstations to help

~~~

improve performance. This change was a modification of the password file on each server
to take advantage of the NIS database for various functions . Each system has se_en an
increase in response time on key functions that used to take a significant amount of time,
includi ng the delivery of electronic mai l. Unfonunately thi s change has caused thejinger
program to respond poorly and to give the user information twice. We are currently
working on a solution to this problem. We apologize for any inconvenience this may
cause.

573-341-2110

.'

!!Jv~O

l:...~

~~~JAMA'S~
MEXICAN RESTAURANT
ClDPS a SALSA
MARGARITAS

ANnAT
Helpdesk "Batting Average"
Since June 12, 1997 there have been 1637 questions sent into the Helpdesk,

over one-founh of w hich were answe red in less than one hour. Another one-fourth of the
questions were answe red in less than six hours, gi ving us an overall average response time
of a pproximately 18 hours. T his is a 3 5 % improvement over the response time o f just one
yea r ago.

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK, TEA M!!

BRUNO'S
RESTAURANT
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